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ISSUES
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The announcement of the new permanent
chairperson last month by Lorenzo Simpson, the interim
chair, marked the turning point of the mayhem that
plagued the English department for over three years.

After the sudden resignation of English chair-
man Lee Edelman last year, the university formed a new
search committee, led by Stephen Spector of the English
department, to recruit potential chairs. Starting in
October 1999, the committee placed notices in the MLA
job list, Chronicle for Higher Education and minority
newsletters for advertisement. By January, the commit-
tee reviewed over 40 applicants, interviewed 16 candi-
dates (through teleconferences and meetings) and nomi-
nated four finalists. And on March 29, the administration
and the dean of the college of Arts and Sciences, Paul
Armstrong, hired Peter Manning, a specialist in British
Romantic literature from the University of Southern
California, as the new permanent chairperson.

According to Spector, the committee based
their nominations on the applicant's "experience," "trust-
worthiness," and "appreciation for a diverse approach to
literature." Although the final choice rested on the dean
and administration, Spector stated that the committee
had "unanimously agreed on the four candidates and
would have been happy with any one of them as chair."
Both faculty and students have high expectations for
Manning. thev hone that Mannine. an ornerienred
administratc
and a forme
English ch
man, could
the desolate s
department.

The
the English di
began with
Edelman in I
university,
state budget
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manent
Armstrong 17
distinguishe(
"queer theor

ht e homosexual culture; trom iurts @= 1 gy

Universityas the ne e Enelish I di

department for the fall of 1998. Th
sity hoped that Edelman, who pre
lecture on gay themes in Alfred F
movie "Rear Window," could
tribute to a broader view of liter
However, after just eight mont]
Edelman abruptly resigned and
returned to Tufts University.
Edelman suggested that the de

MPnt' tiPn nf h Ik lAnn7n

The English department, according to the
graduate students, is divided ideologically into two fac-
tions: the traditionalists and the multiculturalists. The
traditionalists focus primarily on classics, or works writ-
ten by "dead white males." The multiculturalists
emphasize "diversity", which stresses literature from a
variety of cultures. The "queer theory" is supported by
the multiculturalists.

Edelman never resigned from Tufts University
during his eight months at Stony Brook. Some professors
suggested that he was using Stony Brook as a ladder to
raise his salary. Others were angered because the uni-
versity "did a lot to accommodate Edelman." The uni-
versity hired his companion, Joseph Litvak, as a visiting
professor at the Comparative Studies Department
although there were no positions available at the time; the
university had "expected Edelman to stay."

Despite this mess, the core of the topsy-turvy
controversy that spurred the protest in the graduate
department involved the hiring of Professor
Modhumita Roy. Apparently, Edelman had offered a
position to Roy prior to his return to Tufts. Roy accept-
ed the offer although Edelman never formalized the
negotiations. When Edelman announced his resigna-
tion, members of the English department, whom the
graduate students referred to as the traditionalists,
voiced their opposition. Shirley S. Kenny, president of
the University, rescinded the offer in response to the
donarment"'s rpcsistanrpo Qhp icc~ruid a '"hirn frPvc" th-at

tent to find a permanent chair-
ning the hiring process.
English department suffered a
e from the hire freeze. While
)ntinued to retire and resign,
nts continued to accumulate.
students are enrolling in the
lish major although there are
enough professors and not

enough classes to accommo-
date them. Both faculty and
tudents are looking forward
ranges of the English depart-
ider Manning (assuming that
stay).
nklin, graduate representative
ittee, believes that Manning,
experience in administration

i tan Etdelman, will remain in Stony Brook with his
! ! Tif Edpelman wasn nicked f-r -• q -hc •qrlnhi;_

.Manning was chosen for his practical expe-
nce with administration," he said.

Although Manning's administra-
tive experience might have been the largest
factor in the committee's choice for nomi-

: nation, Manning is extremely gifted in
MI the academic department as well. He
received his degree from Harvard

University in 1963 and his Ph.D. from
.I I L eo L 1:).I:c- u 11 L L UI . JI C '... : "?.a.:alI .::-

uted to his resignation. -^

mere are a number or people in thm
ment who are disaffected from the way highe
tion works in this country," stated Edelman in
view from his Manhattan apartment. (P
Wednesday April 14 1999).

One professor, who did not wish :
to be named, denounced this accusation. ||
Although he believes that the queer theory is:
"not essential to literature, it [referring to the

{' _ rt .. .- -x-... 0_ _-1¢. ., 1 ,

reneng o auenauonj was aenmitely not me reason
[Edelman] left."

"The English department has always been
open [referring to non-conservative ideas] and the 'queer
theory' is nothing new to the professors."

SDeb SticherDrew the Pigs ic awards include National
Endowment for the Humanities
Fellowship and Guggenheim
Fellowship.

The university expects
Manning to assume the role of the

Inew permanent chairperson of the
English department in the fall of
2000. During this time, Manning will
begin the hiring process for new pro-

tessors.
"We are looking to hire about 10 new professors

in the next few years," predicted Spector as he carefully
evaluated the department's expectations, "...the next
three to five years."
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Okay, it has been said before and it
will no doubt be said long after we all
leave, but what in the hell is a Seawolf?
Fer Christ's sake, can't we stand by a mas-
cot that is a little bit more threatening?

The red, glowing eyes of a wolf, slow-
ly rising up from dark water, just high
enough that moonlight gleams off of the
animal's fangs. Now that is fuckin' intim-
idating- our logo is not.

Our Seawolves logo looks like a
Japanese fan. You'd hang your coat from
something not all too unlike the Seawolf
whom we know and love. The term
"laughing stock" seems particularly apro-
pos. It appears juvenile, cartoonish,
friendly and it makes all the sense of a
wolf with a tidal wave for a tail.

Would people salute the flag every day
if it had a tidal wave for a tail? Not
bloody likely. And by that rationale, (or
severe lack, thereof) neither do the stu-
dents salute and rally behind our soggy
dog.

It seems only reasonable that a change
is in order:

Either we redesign the Seawolf so that it
speaks to our hearts -or- we switch to
something a little ballsier, like the Stony
Brook Kevorkians.
We could even tolerate it if the graphic
was ol' Jack surfing in on that ludicrous
tidal wave provided he had the suicide
machine humming by halftime.

Oooh! And check this out:
"The Stony Brook Kevorkians: Our teams
won't kill your teams. They will merely
assist your teams in killing themselves.
There is no honor to be had by your con-
tinued suffering."

Alas. A dream. Could you imagine
attending a school that was so badass? It's
doubtful. Well start writing letters. They
annoy people and stir up the creative
soup. Do you want something? Ask for it,
and be persistent. Demand a mascot with
the idealism and earnest character of the
good Dr. Death.

Hey jocky folks! Your mascot is a
wuss. Go spring Vorko from prison and
let's WIN a few games!! Ra, fucking ra ra.

D's

TO: The Campus Community
FROM: President Shirley Strum Kenny

SUBJECT: Five Year Plan Task Force Reports

Reports of the Task Forces convened to develop the Five Year Plan for 2000-2005
are now available for review. I urge all members of the campus community to com-
ment on their recommendations or suggest additions. The reports are located on the
President's Office website (http://notes.cc.sunysb.edu/Pres/presdocs.nsf). Copies will
be available later this month from my office. To comment on the reports you can send
an e-mail to fiveyearplan@sunysb.edu or write to me at 310 Administration. The Task
Forces brought together faculty, students, staff, alumni and members of the
University community to develop recommendations for action in seven areas:

Academic Excellence, Research,
Scholarship and Creative Activity, Students'

Experience, Facilities, Diversity and
Internationalization, Campus Services and

Outreach and Entrepreneurship

The Task Force chairs are meeting as a Coordinating Committee to prepare a
draft Five Year Plan for campus discussion later this month. Public hearings on the
draft will be held on April 27 and May 1, from 12:30-2:00 in the Student Activities
Center Auditorium. Following this review, the final Five Year Plan, submitted to me
for approval, will become the chief campus planning document. Each year I will pub-
lish implementation reports on the projects included in the Plan.

1999 NEWSDAY SCHOOL
JOURNALISM AWARDS

* FIRST PLACE IN COMMENTARY

* SECOND PLACE IN PHOTOGRAPHY

1998 CAMPUS
ALTERNATIVE JOURNALISM

AWARDS
* FIRST PLACE IN REPORTING
* FIRST PLACE IN HELLRAISING

* BEST SENSE OF HUMOR
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ISSUES
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By Daniel Yohannes Mr. LeStrange "brushed aside student employee the situation, Calabria preferred to call it inappropri-
.concerns." He insisted that they be raised at ate behavior.

S On February 20th, William J. another meeting and that Mr. LeStrange delayed A statement issued by Chartwells on April
olimene, a union cook in the Kelly scheduling. The second petition demands Mr. 7, 2000 affirms that unspecified allegations of

- ... dining facility witnessed an out- Weintraub's removal from the facility. If their unprofessional conduct have been made against an
burst from facility, manager Mike demands are not met, the students threaten not to unnamed manager. "Campus dining services takes

Weintraub. The manager had just received a mes-
sage that one of his employees had called in sick.
Mr. Solimene alleges that Mr. Weintraub "seemed
visibly upset" and called the employee "that fucking
lazy nigger."

The executive director of Chartwells, the
campus food service provider, rebuffed repeated
requests for an interview; he claimed that the inves-
tigation was ongoing. "I'll probably call you Friday
to see if we can try to maybe have a meeting,"
LeStrange stated.

Mr. Solimene filed his complaint with
Dennis Romano, the Union Representative with
Local 1102, The Retail, Wholesale, Department Store
Union who have been on campus for the last decade
and have represented campus cooks for the past two
years. Mr. Romano stated that, "the union is very sen-
sitive to the treatment of workers. We're not going to
turn a deaf ear to the situation."

A Chartwells employee who requested
anonymity said that the problem was not systemic.
Inappropriate behavior has only been reported at the
Kelly facility. Mr. Romano agreed that the problem
was confined to that facility.

Two petitions have been circulated by stu-
dent employees at the Kelly facility calling for Mr.
Weintraub's removal. The first has been submitted to
Warren Wartell of FSA. According to one of the stu-
dent organizers of the petition, at a meeting between
Mr. LeStrange and student employees,

return to work next
semester. The student
claimed that Mr.
Weintraub appeared
to be on "a power trip"
and accused him of
"taking out his
aggression on an
employee" on more
than one occasion.

Kevin Kelly,
Executive Director of
FSA, the campus group
who hired Chartwells,
stated that he was

Mr. Solimene
cook] allegE
Weintraub

"seemed vis
and called th

"that fucking
informed of the situation in a board meeting on April
4,2000. The first petition was submitted to FSA in mid
March. Mr. Kelly stated that the FSA Board desired
that the incident be investigated and followed up on."

Mr. Solimene felt that Chartwells manage-
ment and administrators would characterize the inci-
dent as a personal issue between himself and Mr.
Weintraub. "I don't dislike Mike," he said, "I don't
like what he's doing at the facility."

Pat Calabria, media liaison for the universi-
ty, stated that the university is aware of unspecified
allegations against an employee of an unnamed
vender on campus and expects that if the allegations
are supported by facts that the individual will be dis-
ciplined accordingly. "In an effort not to characterize"

these allegations seri-

[ (Kelly Deli ously and is currently
lconducting an investi-

that M r. gation.....appropriate
?s thnat M r. disciplinary action will

1r be taken in accordance
lm anageri with the company's

progressive discipli-

ibly upset" nary policy." The state-
ment outlines the

e employee avenues , available to
Saddress grievances but

S gr " fails to mention that a
lazy nigger. formal grievance has in

fact been filed. The
statement continues to assure that additional train-
ing will occur.

Mr. Romano points out that training can't
make a good manager out of a bad one. He plans to
put together labor-management meetings for all
locations to ensure open dialogue that leads to
good relations.

Mr. Romano also confirmed that Chartwells
administrators and management do not deny that
inappropriate expletives were used by Mr.
Weintraub, but that the comments did not include
the word "nigger." Mr. Solimene stands by his initial
complaint and Mr. Romano reaffirmed the unions
support for Mr. Solimene and his observations of the
incident.

Letter to the Editor: The Function of the Press
I heeded the calling by RAAIL's Anthony and

Pete and requested from the friends at the Press to view the
full, unfragmented text of their letter to the paper to careful-
ly evaluate their points about the articles concerning the
Diallo case and the paper in general. I realized that the print-
ed version of the letter was not much more incoherent than
the letter itself. The letter, almost in its entirety deals with the
specific case and attacks the opinions (I repeat opinions)
expressed in those articles and their authors in an extremely
scatter-brained fashion, and without clarifying exactly why
it is that the paper is to blame. It is very dear that Anthony
and Pete sympathize (to say the least) with the officers. That
they are strong supporters of the police force. They also
appear to have their own ideas/opinions about what con-
stitutes truth and facts, what is 'joumalistic integrity," and
the meaning of certain words of the English language.

I will not even consider commenting on their
opinions about the case itself. For personal reasons.
However, as far as the coverage of the case and the Press are
concerned, I would like to make dear a few points which I
think are worth sharing.

A) The primary reason for the existence of the
Press, as I view it, is the pursuitoffreedomofspeech Yes, my
beloved ones, we are allowed to say whatever we want,
uninhibited. Certain opinions hurt certain individuals. If
those individuals control, or have the connections to control,
the media, they might as well seal those opinions in boxes
and bury them in the ground. It so happens, that at present,
opinions like yours are well expressed through many wide-
ly distributed newspapers, magazines etc. Media, like the
Press, make certain that differing opinions are heard.

B) "At first your paper came off as being funny,,"
you wrote. Well, it still is certainly funny, and that has been
recognized in student media competitions repeatedly. But its

writers, apart frombeing funny, also have opinions. I am sad
that you got the impression that this was a satirical paper.
You should have read harder from the start.

C) Concering truth and its
pursuit as the goal of the joumalist ajour-
nalist undertakes the task to bring events,
opinions, visual and mental images to
others as she or he receives them and
researches them. A joumalist might not
necessarily lie when she presents only
one aspect of a story. Neglect of present-
ing other aspects is definitely con-
demnable. Try and do the following
though.: consider those artides as a
response to what you would read inyour
commercial daily paper. I write many of
my artides keepingthis in mind: it is very
likely that most readers have heard of
other opinions already, and that the Press
is a great forum to present mine, because
ht-l ilY VVJLl 1lIi A dA N JVV, YITA 1 6i Ath dWV -
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totmruth,determiningwhatisnatureisnot Letter as appea
easy. Ido not feel qualified at all to answer
to that I believe that the most qualified people to reply are
philosophers. I am sure that you two guys can find one, a
professor or a graduate student, ask them about the nature
of truth and how can you tell the difference between some-
thing which is true or not (hint take with you camping gear
and supplies for several weeks).

D) The myth of the impartial media is to blame for
the blind belief which leads to letters such as yours. Media
are created and ran by people. And all of these people, from
the owner to the printer, have their influences, which even
when changing (liberally) are there and will influence their

creation. And this does not applyjust to people in the media.
Historians and political scientists also have to combat their
personal influences to excavate further into issues of their

interest. A very select minority might
refuse it, but the rest admit that the infil-
tration of the beliefs they imbibed on
their parents' knees or those which
replaced them is inevitable and will
show in their intellectual work Let's face
it, and weigh it significantlyin ourfutture
steps.
Therefore, without any further ado,

I would like to urge you to select the
sources of your information more
carefully in the future. Preferably,
select them to be diverse and differ-
ing so that you can get conflicting
views and, consequently, a more
spherical view of the problem.
Personally, I would like to express
- tM ni-r .nLI' .I t -LL'h l- -L, t'-'tet s -. hIich
My s sbaoxU•nUt a e guy wYo VVX''LL

ed in last issue. received the letter, not simply made
its presence known but also pub-

lished it (although it is fragmented) as the cover pages
of the previous issue. Did it ever occur to you what
would happen to a similar letter sent to let's say ...
the New York Times? Are you fuckin' shitting me,
guys? I will stop here and invite a response from you
to my person. Let's leave this paper alone with this
issue.

Sincerely,
Angelos K. Hannides
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ISSUES

By Cheryl Edelman

It was a cold Wednesda
dents gathered in front of the U
cold, but ready to march and c
Brook's annual Take Back The N
bv the Center for Womvn's Co
After attempting to promote the
event, I realized how many stu-
dents on campus had no idea
what Take Back The Night was,
so here is its history... .

Take Back The Night is
not an event isolated only to
this campus; it is a nationwide
event that happens on hun-
dreds of college campuses. It all
started in the late 1970's when a
student reported her rape inci-
dent to the campus police. She
had known the rapist; she
attempted to file charges
against him and was told by the
university that she should have
known better than to walk the
streets at night. Essentially, she
VTVmn ( -4 \. .4ilr t il -A bl- m d for h 'in'
VV rcty a g J.1., a.. L . lU.1.J..^,t .. ,, ,1JL I

raped. Take Back The Night is a n
a march to symbolize a woman
right to walk the streets.

Students realized the nee
streets, raise awareness, and ac
survivors, and so Take Back The I
Yes, I realize that one march, one
not magically end violence agair
I'd like especially to thank the p<
made that perfectly clear to me. I
no excuse for us to silently acc
committed against us. I can onl

woman's perspective in saying that Take Back The event concluded with a candlelight vigil.
The Night is empowering. On April 5th, I felt The vigil is a safe space for women and men to

y night as stu- safe. I felt safe walking on campus in the dark share their stories. We sat for what seemed like
Inion. We were cold night. I felt safe marching arm in arm with hours, as students held white candles while sur-
:hant for Stony other folks who cared. It is our obligation, our vivors spoke through their misty eyes and
ight, organized duty to make noise, chant, march, protest - any- remembered their incidents of abuse.
ncerns (CWC). thine for the sake of iustice. We must demand Organizers noted that this year's vigil was one

of the longest that they had ever
attended. A new addition was
added to this year's march; coun-
selors from the University
Counseling Center were available
to speak with anyone after the
vigil.

Take Back The Night is often
viewed as a "women only" march.
This is not the case. We recognize
that violence against men exists,
but it is not nearly as frequently,
nor as brutally as acts of violence
committed against women. There
is absolutely no need for men to
feel threatened by Take Back The
Night. There was some great com-
fort found in the handful of men
who marched and spoke at the

iovill Tn thii danr andt apo. whon
I 1 i ....... ..... .. y ..... " ' .......

narch for safety, change; at Take Back The Night our voices were ,people have become so self-serving, to see men
's fundamental heard. Although we sometimes were sadly mis- who cared, made many of us women feel a little

taken as a sorority, we were heard nevertheless, less alone, to say the least.
d to reclaim the Somewhere, someone on campus knew we were It is my hope that Take Back The Night
knowledge the marching for women's safety. does two things. First, it tells our campus, loud
Night was born. At one moment during the march, stu- and clear, that we will not sit quietly when
day a year will dents stopped at the dark woods that separate crimes are committed against us. Secondly, I

ist women, and Tabler and Roosevelt Quad. We paused for a hope that events like this spark some remote
eople who have moment of silence to remember the various touch of activism our campus. That it will
-owever, that is attacks that occurred there last year. The silence empower women (and men), to stop bitching
:ept the crimes ended when students erupted with "UNIVERSI- about all the injustices in our world and actual-
y speak from a TY SILENCE, PERPETUATES THE VIOLENCE!" ly get up and do something about them.

Malathion Withdrawal?
-Rudy Lies Again-

id sensible preventative measures such as con-
-ol of pools of standing water by the residents,
ie application of (personal) bug spray etc. It was
ery strange and eerie, and people realized there
ras something bizarre going on.

That's when Rudy broke the news about
-'C .. . J" i _ _ n . . .i1. . . . J ..1-1_A L -- - I- - . _.", --- 0'---- -- ---------

Tough luck. The city of New York will not
be releasing any malathion this spring, but will
provide for your needs with three other insecti-
cides. Well, it turns out that Rudy Giuliani did lie
last year when he claimed that malathion is per-
fectly safe. Apparently, he and his advisors finally
recognized the fact that malathion is still under
review by the federal Environmental Protection
Agency and decided not to use it this year. If nec-
essary, they will use three other insecticides
(pyrethroids) which, by the way, are equally mali-
cious as malathion, especially to people with aller-
gies and asthma: Scourge, Anvil and Agrevo
Permanone. Giuliani and the City Health
Commissioner Dr. Neil Cohen (a psychiatrist, out
of all, by profession!) did not utter a word about
this in last Thursday's Press Conference. As it was
announced, "beginning next week, city workers
will squirt poison along the city's cracks and
crevices" (sic)! Among other advice given to the
public are surprisingly (to the author) reasonableKY

tne use or te ryretnroicds, anat men ne toppea
everything up by
describing the intro- As it w as a
duction of mosqui-
tofish to sewage treat- "pr gi
ment plants processing be inning
the excreta of the 8 mil-
lion New Yorkers city worl
daily. These critters,
whose scientific name s *u
is Gambusia affinis, do squirt pol1
have the potential to
be disruptive of the the city',4
already established
ecosystems by preying
on small aquatic fauna and crevic
and outgrowing other .
fish in the process. But as Jennifer Steinhauer, a
New York Times reporter and apparently a world-
renowned specialist in fish ecology, reassures us,
"since they will be limited to the waste treatment
plants, this should not be an issue in New York." In
order to demonstrate the effectiveness of this "nat-

ural" weapon (as if as his verbal assurances
were not enough...), Rudy presented the media
and interested parties with a jar containing a few
of the fish and some particulate matter, which he
pointed out was larvae. He proceeded to say: "See
them, here they are. They eat larvae. See? They eat
that. They are going to be in out treatment plants,

innounced,
next week,
kers will
son along
s cracks
:es" (sic)!

and they are going to eat
them. Maybe a month
from now, they'll be quite
a bit fatter" (actual quote).
His innocence and stu-
pidity are quite disarm-
ing.
And all this while the

major questions still
remain. Why hasn't the
City defined what consti-
tutes an outbreak? Was
there one? Why didn't
they declare a state of
emergency if it was that
bad? Why haven't the

records of the four "victims" been examined for
possible synergistic effects? Why do the companies
which were contracted to spray last year post clas-
sified for massive, indiscriminate hiring (obvious-
ly non-union) for employees already? Ahh ... the
oijr novpIr nds
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ISSUES

By Epoya Telogs Regeva

Today's New York Times has a subheading
that reads, "Monetary Fund Acknowledges a 'Growing
Public Debate' Concerning Its Mission." This subhead-
ing provides a mild catalyst for global activism. Before
the World Trade Organization (WTO) rally at Seattle last
year November, there was no democratic dialogue con-
cerning globalized free trade and other pressing eco-
nomic issues. The question then arises: How does glob-
alization affect both you and me?

If you were to count the items in your
wardrobe, living room, kitchen, and the rest of your
house, you would find that you practically have the
United Nations in your home, represented as material
objects. We as sharp consumers do want to get the best
quality yield per dollar, but at the cost of what and
whom?

The Kathy Lee Gifford fiasco, concerning her
clothing line, provides one example among many,
where you have foreign workers in severe sweatshop
conditions, working 16 hour days at the behest of cor-
porate goods. They are then sold out of our friendly
neighborhood mall stores, such as Macy's, JC Penny's,
The Gap, and the list goes on. The worker in a country
such as Guatamala or The Philipines is subjected to con-
ditions that make a Dickens' novel look like Eden. This
is the truth folks, and it's about time that we rose up and
gave a damn.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is the
global economic bailiff, while the World Bank (WB) is
more of the "poverty fighter." These monoliths, press
their own economic agenda on developing nations
around the world, from African nations, to South Pacific
nations. What is significant is that '"by tradition" the
IMFs managing director has always been a European,
and an American has always run the WB. This was one
of the concerns expressed within the confines of repre-
sentational dialogue during the IMF/WB meetings.
Japan, the world's second largest economy, was partic-
ularly concerned with having more Asians in interna-
tional bureaucratic positions. Meanwhile this was hap-
pening, there was the noise heard outside...

The sky was still a purple haze. It was
5:30AM, and Aurora the dawn hadn't come yet. I was
running 5 minutes late to meet the 30 or so portending
activists in front of the SB Union. My circadian rhythms
were out of whack, and I walked with a slight bronchial
weeze. Having only one hour of sleep and a slight con-
traction of bronchitis was
certainly not going to stop /
this writer from attending vW a I w
his/her first major political
rally The first thing that I *a v
had to do was give away aS a varic
my remaining Marlboro
Reds, to an amiable couple.
We eventually departed in w ho decide
three separate shuttle
vans/cars. The ride down
to DC couldn't have been w aS no re
better.

A fortified young i
woman was the Silent 01
"Peacekeeper of Bold
Hope." In other words, she was responsible for briefing
all the SB protesters and conducting a democratic forum
among ALL participants. We started with group intro-
ductions. Everyone expressed what brought them to
wake up a God-foresaken hour, drive 5 hours, and risk
pepper gas spraying and arrest. The collective energy
was good. Every person expressed a sincerity with
wanting to make the world a better place to live. The
ages ranged from 15 years old-70 years old. Everybody
was asked to expressed what fears they had in their
minds, as the ride proceeded to the eventual end of the
Washington DC ellipse, where the main rally was held.

People addressed topics that included: internal forti-
tude and intuition, police aggression, civil disobedience
(read Henry David Thoreau for details), collectivity or
cooperative mobilization, and necessary hand signs for
amicable communication.

We stopped at several rest-stops, where I man-
aged to spill a large ice coffee in the van, soaking my
Sunday Washington Times and the less important van-
-I once again apologize to the stupendous driver of the
trip. We finally pulled into the
Robert E Kennedy (RFK) Stadium
Lot at 1:45PM. The group then
made foreboding preparations for
the rally (please take note). Each
person had 3 contact phone num-
bers, written in various areas of
their body, orifices and genitalia
were not recommended as good
hiding spots. The reason for this
preparation is God forbid you were
to be arrested non-discriminately,
both you and the rabid anarchist
next to you are implicated in the
same act, even though you are a
pacifist. If you are held, you better
have some means to contact either
a local coordinator, prized rotesta local coordinator, prized attorney,
or the American Civil I
Secondly, we went over
reminded of the importance
of some sort, or a portable ve
per gas would be sprayed
arrived via the immaculatel'
Smithsonian stop right acr
Monument. The sun was
sky. My skin got goose-
approach the Ellipsis, off of
eyes widened, harking ba
believed in Santa Claus. W
variety of people who decid
to be silent or afraid. Their
need, not corporate greed."
are actually people out the
alone." My bronchitis su
screamed out lines from (
Bones." It was electrifying
already climaxed; it was late
dispersed, except for a few
New York Times reported to

1 al& 1 . ...... 0 ,.4 le

?ty of people

7d that there

ason to be

afraid."
in black garb (including fac
frontation with the 1,500 or
cers were equipped with fu
their weaponry with just p
on Saturday and Sunday.
meanor arrests, on the grou
they want to get you, they'l

The Mobilization for Glo
sort of umbrella group for t
Hope, the group that I wen
ed with MGJ, so did num(
the country. Patrick Rensbo

MGJ, said the following, "We're having a victory party
in the street; we're celebrating that this movement has
come about; a few days ago most Americans didn't
know the first thing about the World Bank or IMF.
These institutions can't survive public scrutiny. This is
the first step toward shutting them down."
Rensborough's statements certainly supplied a good
summary of the sentiment and provocations of the rally.
The only thing that I would take issue with, is the notion

of "shutting them
down." Before we
"shut them down,"
there must be a
viable alternative
that accounts for the
global economic
market (especially e-
commerce), and the
great disparities
among developed
and developing
nations. There must
be some sort of dele-
gation in terms of
world trade, but
there MUST be one

rs gathner In U.C. lwith more democrat-
iberties Union (ACLU). ic and multicultural representation. A new model must
a checklist. People were be fostered with the logic of free trade and the heart of
of having either a bandana human compassion. There is no other way.
ntilation mask, in case pep- Pragmatism can't justify itself, when it costs thousands
[ at the rally. Finally, we of lives and manifold suffering. I beckon the pragmatic
y clean metro system to the think tank, to mobilize with the more compassionate
ross from the Washington economic factions.
out, smiling in a cloudless What is of the essence is the fact that the IMF
-bumps as we started to and WB have stripped borrowing nations of their
Constitution Avenue. My autonomy By making perplexing debt stipulations,
ck to a day when I still lenders are guaranteed a surplus value that can then be
hat I was witnessing was a channeled into the infrastructure of Transnational
ed that there was no reason Corporations. Nike wins and Guatemala loses, while
r were chants like, "human we here in the USA can enjoy a plethora of consumer
I thought to myself, "there choices. Next time you go to the Smithaven,
re that care, and I am not Massapequa, Roosevelt Field, or South Shore Malls, ask
ibsided, and I eventually yourself when you windowshop, "how did these prod-
Charles Bukowski's "Ballet ucts arrive here?" Then proceed to cordially ask the
. The rally, however, had manager of the store the route of the product(s). Where
winding down, people had was it exported from? Why was it exported from a
7 channeled marches. The developing nation? Why are their domestic areas like
)day, that there were close to Flint, Michigan that can't provide meager wages for
10,000 people on the their populaces? Why are their foreign governments
Ellipsis over the course of like the Philipines that can't even provide basic food,
the .whole weekend. shelter, and clothing to its people, because of foreign
Groups included: Jubilee debt, to whom? Please ask yourself these questions,
2000 (a liberal religious because together we can make the issues apparent and
group), United Students effect beneficial change.
Against Sweatshops The great novelist Norman Mailer once
(USAS), big labor unions concluded his 1967 Pulitzer Prize/National Book
(such as the AFL/CIO), Award winning masterpiece Armies of the Night
The Global Exchange (The with the following:
humanitarian antithesis to Brood on that country who expresses our
the IMF/WB), The Ruckus will. She is America, once a beauty 'of magnifi-
Society, and the infamous cence unparalleled, now a beauty with leperous
"Black Block." The Black skin. She is heavy with child--no one knows if
Block were a group of rad- legitimate--and languishes in a dungeon whose
ical anarchist, fully clothed walls are never seen. Now the first contractions of

e), and ready for direct con- her fearsome labor begin--it will go on: no doctor
so police officers. The offi- exists to tell the hour. It is only known that false

Rl riot gear, ready to unleash lbor is not likely on her now, no, she will probably
rovocation, which they did give birth, and to what?--the most fearsome totali-
[heir were 600 or so misde- tarianism the world has ever known? Or can she,
rnds of permit violations. If poor giant, tormented lovely girl, deliver a babe of
I figure out a way. a new world brave and tender, artful and wild?
bal Justice, however, was a Rush to the locks. God writhes in his bonds. Rush
he protest movement. Bold to the locks. Deliver us from our curse. For we
t with out of SB, collaborat- must end on the road to that mystery where
erous college groups across courage, death, and the dream of love give
rough, spokesperson for the promise of sleep.
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ISSUES

By Shari Goldsmith

A ban on a late-term abortion procedure,
which opponents have termed "partial birth" abor-
tion, has passed through the House of
Representatives as of April 5.

President Bill Clinton had vowed to veto
the ban from the beginning, based on his objection
to specific components of the bill.

The debate over abortion rights always
provides a political showcase of heated emotions
on both sides, and this time it resulted in an
approval vote of 287 to 141 opposed. This tally pro-
vides two votes that would stand to exceed the
number needed to overturn the presidential veto.

In October of 1999, the Senate passed the
bill at a vote of 63 to 34, slightly short of the 67 votes
necessary to override a president's veto.

Arguments regarding abortion rights
always prove to tap into the deep seeded senti-
ments of both sides. Anti-abortion proponents
make their appeals with diagrams and pho-
tographs, in an attempt to claim infanticide.

Abortion opponents have focused on late-
term abortion because it has proven to draw the
support of public opinion.

Bans on late-term abortions have 'been
passed in 30 states, and lower courts have legally
blocked the implementation of such legislation in
20 of those states.

States have attempted to pass laws that are
blocked by lower courts under claims that the
description of the medical procedure was broad
and vague, which might prove to infringe on the
legality of other abortion procedures.

The Supreme Court is scheduled to
address the issue of late-term abortions on April 25,
and a decision is expected some time this summer.

The Supreme Justices have not addressed
the abortion issue since 1992. It has been noted that
they have no intention of revisiting the constitu-

By Angelos K. Hannides

The United Nations University
released a study, according to which the
precedent created by the bombing of
Yugoslavia' by NATO may considerably
undermine international order. The study,
titled "Kosovo and the Challenge for
Humanitarian Intervention" calls for the
agreement of the "world powers" on a set of
principles upon which decisions of interven-
tion will be founded in future circumstances.
In brief, the study is attempting to contribute
to ongoing attempts by an extremely diverse
group of individuals and organizations to dis-
tinguish between sovereignty and interven-
tion, to allow for the "immoral" act of sitting
back and witnessing human rights violations
or allowing for the contradiction that is a
"humanitarian war."

The study integrates the opinions of
the conflicting sides, the NATO allies, govern-
ments of the surrounding and more distant
regions, critics and supporters. The indirect
conclusions which precipitate from the testi,
monies of Russian and Chinese officials are
actually more interesting than the direct impli-
cations pointed out by the study. The facts that
Russia has lost any faith in the argument that
the US endorse and promote European stabili-

tionality of abortion, which was established in 1973
in the Roe vs. Wade decision. The focus of the
deliberations will be to evaluate the legality of a
law implemented in Nebraska restricting methods
of late-term abortions.

Opponents of abortion have coined the
phrase "partial birth," to describe a late-term
abortion. Judge Richard S. Arnold, from an
appeals court in Nebraska, noted that the term
"partial birth" abortion, "though widely used by
lawmakers and in

the popular press, The Supreme Just
has no fixed medical
or legal content." addressed the at

The ban
being considered since 1992. It ha
would be imposed on
abortions that pro- that they have n(
ceed with the fetus
partly extracted feet revisiting the con
first. An instrument
is then inserted into of abortion, v
the skull, and the
brain is removed established in
before the fetus is
taken out. This pro- Roe vs. Wade
cedure is performed
in the second and third trimester of a pregnancy.
Exceptions would be allowed in order to protect
the mother's life.

Dr. Leroy Carhart, a physician who chal-
lenged the law in Nebraska, explained that doctors
perform abortions in a way that seeks to keep the
fetus as intact as possible to avoid injury to the wall
of the uterus.

"We treat the unborn as a thing, a desensi-
tized, dehumanized, depersonalized thing to be
discarded with the other junk," said Rep. Henry J.
Hyde (R-Ill.) and one of Congress' chief abortion
opponents. "We are not debating policy options
this is a debate about human dignity."

ty, and that China is c
war games taking place
the real reason of the en
tion in the crisis: to shoN
cially these two count
South African governi
reflects that of the No
expresses the rejection

As an opponent of the proposed federal
ban, Sen. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) said, "Here we
are in the Senate, a hundred of us and not one of
us an obstetrician, not one of us a gynecologist,
deciding what procedures should or should not
be used, and under what circumstances, in a mat-
ter that should be left to the medical profession,
left to the families of this country, left to loving
moms and dads."

Late last year, Chicago Federal appeals
courts upheld the constitu-

ices have jnot tionality of similar laws in
Illinois and Wisconsin.

jortion issue Other Federal courts ruled
against attempts to ban late

is been noted term abortions in
Nebraska, Arkansas, and

5 intention of Iowa.
The White House

stitutionality intends to veto the bill
being passed in Congress,

Mhich was based on Clinton's demand
that an exception be made

1973 in the where the mother's health
Sd . is in danger, not just in

decision. cases which prove life
threatening to the mother.

Even anti-abortion advocates admit that
partial-birth abortions are extremely rare. Between
1991 and 1996, only 17 were performed in Georgia,
according to the Atlanta Journal and Constitution.

The emotional and personal debate over
abortion legislation is unavoidably an issue for the
upcoming presidential election. Gov. George W.
Bush supports a ban, and Vice President Al Gore,
opposes one, according to the New York Times.
Neither candidate forgets to remind voters that the
next president will most likely be responsible for
naming three Supreme Court justices, officials who
could prove to overturn the 1973 Constitutional
decision.

oncerned with similar tank for the United Nations System. Among
in Asia, both point at these conclusions are the following:

thusiastic US interven- - By fighting and defeating Serbia, NATO
w the world, and espe- became the tool for KLA policy;
ries, who's boss. The - Since the war, there has been a persistent
ment opinion, which threat of ethnic cleansing of the Serbs by the
n-Aligned Movement, Albanians;
of unilateral interven- - Zero-casualty air war shifted the burden of

risk to life and limb completely to the other
side, including civilians;

THE UNITED NATIONS - Relying on threats as a bluff trans-
formed a humanitarian crisis into a

UNIVERSITY humanitarian catastrophe when the

tion and urges for multilateralism as a safe-
guard of the developing world against misuse
by the world powers.

Apart from incorporating the opinions
of all differing parties in the conclusions of the
report, the study does present personal assess-
ments, which may acquire special meaning
when one realizes that they originate from the
United Nations University, which describes
itself as being, among other things, a think-

The author would like to note that he
does not necessarily agree or endorse the
above evaluations or conclusions. This study,
however, is significant, since it does recognize
extensively the enormous violations which
have taken place during this campaign, and
hopefully will lead the United Nations to rec-
ognizing other similar cases (e.g. missile
attacks on Sudan and Afghanistan, summer of
1998; Iraq bombing of December, 1998) and
finally calling for a truly international con-
vention to discuss the issue of forfeiture of
sovereignty.

The full text of the study can be
viewed at: http://www.unu.edu/p&g/koso-
vo_full.htm
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ISSUES

By E L. Livingston

There are no easy answers in the "Elian" case.
There might have been in the beginning. Once the little
boy was identified, the following solution seemed
obvious to many people, including me: Send the boy
home to his father, Juan Miguel Gonzales, in Cuba. Yes,
his mother had smuggled him out of there and had
drowned doing it. But that's just it -- now, she was,
unfortunately, dead. His father, however, was still alive
and requested that the child be returned to him in
Cuba. Since he was the sole surviving parent, and one
who had shared custody all along, his wishes, I con-
tend, should have been respected.

But the longer Elian remained in the United
States, the more complicated the issue became. Not
surprisingly, he quickly bonded with a female cousin
in Florida who morphed into a kind of "mother sub-
stitute." Beyond that, his anti-Castro relatives there,
led by his great-uncle Lazaro Gonzales, seem to have
made a concerted effort to influence the child's feel-
ings about life in America versus that in Cuba. This
campaign even featured a visit to the fabled Disney
World. (They might argue that they were just trying to
make him feel happy. Yet, they could have simply let
him go home.)

Nor does Elian, at age six, truly grasp the con-
cept of death or accept the fact that his mother is gone
from this earth. Reportedly, he thinks that his mother is
looking for him in America. Actually, he maintains, or
so I have read, that she "lost her memory," but will soon
regain it and then search for him here.

Whoa! I can easily believe that a little boy
might not comprehend the finality of death. But I
doubt that he totally understands the idea of someone
"losing" her memory either. Did he really say that? If so,
did he dream it up by himself? (Whatever...)

In any event, Juan Gonzales has a legal and
moral right to claim his child. What he does with that
right is another matter. Hopefully, he will choose the
course that is best for Elian. But who can say for sure
what that is?

This saga is beginning to remind me of a
drama that unfolded in my own family several years
ago. The details are different, but many of the rami-
fications are similar. My rebellious cousin "William"
of Massachusetts eloped at age eighteen. At nine-
teen, he became a father. Sometime after he turned
twenty, his wife left him, taking their baby boy,
"Mitchell," with her.

Will searched for them both for two weeks.
Finally, he found their son with a baby-sitter. The moth-
er-out of money or time or maybe even just out of
energy-had left him
there days before, e
never to return.

Happy to
have retrieved his son, k
Will now faced a new M
problem. Working his

way through college,
he also lacked suffi- I W

cient time and money
to make sure that the
boy was properly t 9
cared for either. What S 11 O eT
could he do?

Cheerfully,
my parents offered to
care for Mitchell until
Will graduated col-
lege and began his career. "Get on a train," my mother
said, "and bring him to me."

Soon enough, Will was here in New York,
standing at our front door, with his sad, bewildered
little boy in tow. The confused look that I saw on
Mitchell's face that day has remained etched upon
my memory for all these years. Unlike Elian's coura-

geous mother, Mitchell's had not died. And he was
separated from his father for "only" a couple of
weeks, not months. Plus, he was just two years old to
Elian's six. But that perturbed expression is the same
one I often see little Elian wearing today, despite all
attempts to make him feel "at home."

Nonetheless, we quickly settled into a new
routine. Mitch fit easily
into the life that I enjoyed
with my parents and
brother. Will headed back
to college in Massachusetts
with his mind largely at
ease, coming back to visit
Mitchell every other week-
end. The boy's mother sur-
faced, and divorce pro-
ceedings commenced.
Also, for whatever reason,
she agreed to relinquish all
parental rights to the child.

Contrary to the
apparent attitude of Lazaro
Gonzales, my parents never
tried to interfere in the rela-
tionship between Will and
his son. They even went to
great lengths to try to teach
Mitch to address them as
" A n ," . - "T T.,,,1- "

'uLnt cuaLt uIiLt, Elian with h
although bereft of any other I
mother, he stubbornly insisted on a calling mine,
"Mommy."

Just the same, my mother made a point of
explaining to him that someday he would go to live
with his father. She did her best to make it sound like
something he could look forward to doing.

Then, when he was about Elian's age, that
"someday" came-and with it a whole new dilemma.
Should Will and Mitch move as far away as possible to
make a "clean break?" Or would it be better to live near
by to ensure a "smoother" transition?

Will opted for the latter. He took a couple of
rooms that were being rented out in the house
behind ours. That way Mitch could still spend plen-
ty of time with us. Nor would he have to give up his
school, his playmates, or other facets of his life. The
perfect solution, yes?

Maybe not. It wasn't long before my mother
began to observe a curious phenomenon. If she
glanced out of her bedroom window of an evening, she
would see Mitchell peeking out of his, staring, in fact,
at our house. He must wonder why he doesn't live here

anymore, my mother sur-
S- t lomised. He must be asking

t b himself, "Why are they all
still over there, and I'm

A Q ^over here?" (In later years,
4i"s' Mitchell confirmed this.)

f IForget all the careful expla-
nations. It's difficult for the
mind of a six-year-old to

St process the information we
adults give out about the
muddled situations that
we so often create. That'sf r true whether it's Mitchell
in New York of Elian in

f y Miami.
*r WIn time, Will and Mitchell

moved to an apartment a
greater distance away. (Mitch still spent time with us
every day after school and during much of the sum-
mer.) Meanwhile, Will began to try to strengthen his
connection with his son. Together, they became deeply
involved in Boy Scouts and Little League. Too, they
shared several hours a week discussing homework,
playing tennis, going to movies, and the like.

Will did not neglect his social life, nowever.
When Mitch was twelve, Will remarried. A lovely
woman in every other way, "Helene" seemed to bit-
terly resent Will's close ties with Mitch. To her credit,
she tried to adjust to this, at first, but over time, she
found more and more ways to drive a wedge
between them. (The boy's natural adolescent rebel-

1io 1.1 not neip matters any,_or
lion did not help matters any, or
course.) Was Will wrong to have
forged such a bond with his
son? Or should he have objected
more strenuously when Helene
essayed to tear it apart?

Though she got along well
with the rest of my family, Helene
also chafed at the strong connec-
tion between Mitch and my
mother. Within a few years, they
relocated to a house upstate,
largely because they were cheap-
er there, but also, I think, to estab-
lish themselves as a distinct fami-
ly unit. (Not long afterward, two
new sons were added to this new
unit.) Understandable. And per-
haps a good idea.

Or perhaps not. Mitchell
clearly felt the pain of the wrench
away from my family. Whenever
wA7p l1f aftor a visit he would

is uncle.
I stand on his front lawn,

staring after our car until he could see it no more. So
maybe this move, however well-intentioned, was a
bad idea, after all.

Or maybe not. Before he knew it, Mitch was
caught up in all the fun, friendship, and romance of
adolescence. He missed us, he admits now, but he
"loved being a teenager," regardless.

Unfortunately, his relationship with his step-
mother never improved. If anything, it eventually got
worse. Because of this, his ties with his father
are strained and those with his brothers, distant and
awkward.

There are times when I think that less
heartache would have been suffered all around if Will
had turned Mitchell over to my parents at the start and
totally bowed out of his life. But, I know that idea
would have horrified Will if anyone had suggested it at
the time. Nor am I certain that my parents would have
wanted to assume such all-encompassing responsibili-
ty for the boy. No doubt, also, Mitchell would have
questioned why his father abandoned him just as he
frequently wonders about his mother. Besides, there is
just something heinous about asking a parent to forego
a wanted child.

So, yes, perhaps Juan Gonzales needs to think
twice before he disrupts Elian's life yet again. Forcing
the child to leave the new life and family that he has
come to know in America and return to Cuba, may
cause the little boy further trauma. But if he allows him
to stay in America, the child will likely ask, in later
years, why his father "gave up so easily."

Maybe "defection" would be the solution, as
some have submitted. Yet either Juan or his new wife
may have a serious problem with this. If so, it is apt to
stir up an emotional upheaval that will affect the hap-
piness of the two children (Elian and his brother.)

If only Elian had been transferred to his father
immediately after his identity was known. Then this
terrible situation would never have arisen. But he was-
n't. And it did.

Like many people, both Cuban and
American, I still uphold the tenet that Elian belongs
with his father. But I no longer have any illusion that
this will be accomplished as quietly and peacefully as
one might like.

And after Elian and his father reunite? Even
then, there will be no easy answers.
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A CULTURAL REVOLUTION?
responsibility" at a bur

All of which c
I can't believe it. The planets must be in been maintaining for

alignment. Or maybe the Y2K prophets of doom called adults in this so
were right after all, just a little late. Some dread and just overgrown childr4
drear convergence of the spheres must be taking hard to drag this place
place and the End Times are surely upon us. Of all lectual modernity.
the signs and portents this is the most eerie: for the either slavishly trust
first time in memory, not only have I seen this against it in some wa i

1999's Best Picture, but I actually liked it! tive or selt-
American Beauty, if you haven't seen it, is absorbed and total-

reminiscent of the kooky, irreverent sendups of US ly ineffectual.
society they used to make in the 1960s and '70s, Lester's
only a couple shades darker, more like the French rebellion against
suburban comedies of recent years. consumerism and

Kevin Spacey is Lester, 42, a defeated, conformity is to
dispirited schlub of a white-collar serf who's dis- assume the trap-
gusted with his job, family and the pursuit of hap- pings of adolescent
piness as defined by consumier culture. The high consumerism and
point of Lester's dreary day is his morning wank in conformity. He
the shower. His wife (Annette Benning) is a driven, chucks caring
brittle real estate agent who has thoroughly inter- about having the
nalized the winning-is-everything ethos of capital- biggest paycheck,
ism and is hard and unforgiving on everyone, espe- or the greenest
,ifllar hprsqolf Their t-onao-p dauoghtpr is surlyv lawn or the mostcl a y IlUA J)IC1 . I I K:,11 V1C Y 0 wpLY1 jA -„ .. _- L-- aA-__
rebellious and totally embarrassed by her parents, handsomely-fur-L
just like a real teenager. nished house, only t(

Things start to change when Dad, fore- for having the hotte
shadowed by his frequent masturbation (popularly weed, the most ripp
considered an adolescent activity, even though peo- blows by saying exac
ple of all ages, and maybe even Lee Nichols, prac- er he feels like saying
tice it), catches sight of his daughter's gorgeous, but ed fantasy of our repr
stuck-up and shallow friend, and becomes madly but doesn't offer anyE
infatuated. Like any teenage crush, she occupies ing the whole blood
his mind at all times and he concocts elaborate day- enjoy the freedom. It
dreams of bathing her in rose petals or imagines some in the '60's follc
unlikely scenarios in which she compliments his out." The idea that
physique and aggressively comes on to him. He change the world fo
turns into a sputtering, obvious heap of jelly when- short-term, limited w
ever she's present. Needless to ,

Lester's reversion to what he imagines as ed by social conserva
the sweet, carefree days of adolescence soon take ily--everyone's home
drastic turns. He blurts out crude, embarrassing and there's plenty tc
comments at a real estate shindig his wife drags raged. There's mast
him to. He smokes pot
with the strange kid
next door, whose hard- ...ludicrously pompou
assed, homophobic ,
Marine-sergeant father Irish yuppies, with eve
subjects him to drug
tests and collects Nazi more ludicrous power hi
memorabilia. True to
the mid-life crisis cliche, CutS, unIS Spouting Ne
Lester takes up lifting c °

weights and buys a Age gobbledygook and
souped-up red Camaro.

More seriously, (horrors!) consumption
he quits his soul-with- (horrors) consumption
ering job in the sort of I-
don't-give-a-shit fash-Budweiser as a status b
ion that anyone who
has ever hated a job fantasizes about and that's the See it. It o.ught t
point: American Beauty is no doubt popular the theaters on the
because it appeals not so much to the fabled youth being dumped to vi
market (although there's plenty for them to be
interested in, too--a movie for the whole dysfunc-
tional family), as to those who'd like nothing better
than to chuck the rat-race existence they struggled There's plenty of x
so hard to be part of and go back to an imagined to be had Off Broad
youth. This is, of course a totally imaginary youth, the Irish Arts Cente
in which one cruises; parties and gets laid. One Recently, they put c
without acne, parents, high school or lack of (Me Arse), which cc
money--Lester manages to blackmail both his prologue to Amer
employer and his wife so he can have the luxury of Ireland suffered frc
performing "whatever job has the least amount of poverty: high rates

rger joint.
)nly confirms something I've
years, namely that most so-
-called civilization are really
en. That's one reason it's so
. into any semblance of intel-
These middle-aged kiddies
and obey authority or rebel
y that is purely self-destruc-

198 cigarettes short of a

o replace them with concern
est ride, the most awesome
)ed torso. He strikes major
tly what he feels to whomev-
it, another great unarticulat-

ressive and hypocritical times,
sort of prescription for chang-
y mess so that everyone can
t's more like the message that
)wed, "Turn on, tune in, drop
hedonism, like nihilism, will
r the better is true only in a
ray.
say, the film has been lambast-
tives as a mockery of the fam-
life seems to suck supremely
keep the right wingers out-

urbation, adultery, pederasty,
narcissism, voyeurism
and the only well-

S adjusted denizens of
the neighborhood are

,?tn a gay couple. Still, it
has also been attacked

air- as an exercise in
homophobia by

w Michael Bronski of Z
magazine, for reasons

d I can't go into here, as
it would spoil various
surprises for those

Of who are still so behind
all major cinematic

eer. trends that they
-haven't seen it yet.

o be making another round in
strength of the Oscar before

deo.

On Stage

reasonably-priced stuff in NYC
[way and one reliable source is
r at 51st St. and 10th Avenue.
)n Don Creedon's Celtic Tiger
)uld be described as a kind of
ican Beauty. For centuries,
)m social problems related to
of unemployment and emigra-

tion and a static, conservative society. Lately,
however, the economy has boomed, bringing plen-
ty of jobs, the return of emigrants and even immi-
gration to, rather than away from, Ireland. The
boom has brought new problems, however, such as
rampant materialism, xenophobia and the sudden
upheaval of cultural norms.

In Creedon's play, a young Irish emigrant
returns to Dublin with his "Yank" wife expecting

W.1-% T cAI.IIn 1 Ln" l id
hte warm an1 diu liu.

back place he left.
Instead he finds gar-
ish nouveau riche
snobbery, a mindless
obsession with the
stock market and vul-
gar materialism. In a
running visual joke,
everyone carries gar-
ishly colored cell
phones. To top it off,
his old friends consid-
er him a "foreigner"
because he left
Ireland, suspect him

Christina KRcci movie. of being gay and
attempt to sabotage every aspect of his resettle-

ment. Various vignettes show us ludicrously
pompous Irish yuppies, with even more ludicrous
power haircuts, nuns spouting New Age gobbledy-
gook and (horrors!) consumption of Budweiser as a
status beer.

There's a very subtle critique of finance
capitalism here, which I guess is all to the good,
because the Overgrown Children of Ireland proba-
bly resist overtly political theater as much as their
US counterparts.

And who am I to blame them? After all,
everyone knows that political theater is heavy-
handed and boring. And when I went to see
Accidental Death of an Anarchist by Italian play-
wright and Nobel Prize winner Dario Fo., I knew
that it was based on the "suicide" of a suspect who
was being interrogated in regard to a train station
bombing. A similar suicide, by the same method
(jumping out of a police station window) occurred
here in New York in 1921.

Knowing this, I expected hours of deafen-
ing, righteous Marxist declamation, especially since
the performance was at one of those annoying hip-
per-than-thou places on the gentrifying Lower East
Side. You couldn't beat the $10 ticket price, but they
really didn't have enough seats. Some people had
to sit on a staircase. I lucked out with a bar stool
next to the john, but at least someone came around
selling bottles of Bud.

The play itself was a hilarious farce in which a
lunatic impersonates a judge and puts various
police officials through ridiculous paces in the
weeks after the anarchist's "suicide." It was full of
zany pratfalls and Three Stooges type assaults, an
integral part of Italy's commedia dell'arte "clown
theater" tradition, the manner in which the bam-
bini grandi of that country like to consume their
bitter truths. Every so often, the truly serious
(and in Giuliani's New York, ever so topical) sub-
ject matter burst in and smacked you when you
were least expecting it, kind of like getting you to
swallow a particularly nasty pill by stuffing it
into a cannoli.

By the end of the evening, Fo (and his adapters
in the Coyotl Works company) have made their

points and even slipped in some - Marxian
rhetoric. But you don't feel preached to. And
those are always the best-learned lessons.
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y r.L. LivingsIon nurricane. ney aon t need
people moving across streets and sidewalks, going

Why defend American Beauty? in and out of clubs and restaurants, fighting for
Everybody loves it, don't they? After all, it won cabs, etc. With a suburban background, they are
five Oscars, including the much coveted "Best free to concentrate on developing their themes
Picture." about human interaction and/or isolation.

Sure. But, suddenly, after the awards I don't mean to say that the use of the
show, all the naysayers began coming out of the "burbs" is just a matter of convenience, though.

... ..- : A1 ... .. _ "1-f-% -- . . . . . . !_ -_ _ x -•C _•-I' _. -, • - a

wooaworK. ineir compiaints iviaimny two. une is The tact is that
that the movie allegedly glamorizes the behavior those who seek
of a lecherous middle-aged man and exploits the upward mobility
sexuality of adolescent girls. (I'll get back to all that often do move to
later.) The other is that the movie is "a suburban s u b u r b i a
cliche." It is filled, they point out, with all the over- Moreover, the
worked criticisms of middle class hypocrisy, apparent lack of
emphasis on appearances, and the tendency to cast those other distrac-
all else aside while chasing after "the almighty tions suggests a
buck." It's Sinclair Lewis' Main Street revisited. Or, blandness, whether
perhaps, it's a matter of "Willy Loman rides again." real or imagined,
(You remember Willy, don't you? He's the main that helps to bring
character in Death of a Salesman. You know...that out the characters'
nlav vou read in American .it. toward the end of sense of "emnti--

your junior year in high school...) ness." Some of the [And now, she will mentall
They have a point. But I don't think it's as difficulties por-

strong as they contend. And I think it can be coun- trayed there could happen almost anywhere. Yet,
tered in these four ways: . fairly or unfairly, the suburban setting has become

1) Certain themes reappear throughout symbolic of "middle class mediocrity" and confor-
literature. (Granted, today, certain rules have to be mity. The very fact that a tale takes place in a sub-
followed to avoid charges of plagiarism.) This urb helps to convey the thoughts that the author is
only serves to prove how "universal" and "eternal" trying to express. If the reliance upon this envi-
some ideas are. So, for example, we have West ronment appears to be a cliche, that's partly
Side Story relating the "star-crossed lover" motif of because it has always worked so well.
Romeo and Juliet to ethnic conflicts in America. 3) None of that would excuse the repeti-
And MacByrd, the 1960s political parody of tion if the ("Best Original") screenplay did not pro-
MacBeth. Then there's Miss Saigon, which seems vide some new twists of its own. Accordingly,
to move the story of Madame Butterfly from Japan some of the trappings of the situation are different.
to Vietnam, albeit with some significant changes. Reflecting some of the changes that have occurred
Not to forget Cruel Intentions, which apparently since Willy's day, Beauty entails pot smoking and
takes the plot and characterization of Dangerous pot selling, homosexuals and homophobia, and,
Liaisons from "traditional" Europe and places yes, a "horny" middle-aged man (Lester) and a
them in the milieu of modern American adoles- provocative teenage girl named "Angela" (Meena
cence. Etc.This phenomenon gives evidence that Suvari). This only underscores the idea that Willy's
some issues are cross-cultural. It also helps each troubles are not tied to any particular era.
new generation to see that many "old" concerns But the differences go beyond a mere
still apply to life today. updating of details. The father/son conflict of the

So why not bring Willy Loman back as Loman's has been translated here into a
"Lester Burnham" ("Best Actor," Kevin Spacey)? An father/daughter rift. The daughter (Thora Birch) is
intentional connection? I don't know. But several of one of those rebellious, sullen teenagers we have
the same problems that Miller wrote about still come to know so well in our society, not a young
exist today. The ter
sions between parer
and child, the breal
down of communic<
tion between hu4,
band and wife, th
frustrations at work
- all these still plagu
our society and cr
out for new solution

2) Nor ai
these problems solel
a factor of suburba
living. They may b
heirhtened ' thep

adult like "Bif Loman."
Also, Willy's wife,
'Linda" is a "typical
1950s housewife;"
whereas Lester's wife,
'Caroline" (Annette
Benning) is striving to
succeed at her own
career. Linda tries, in
vain, to understand
Lester's frustrations
and to be as supportive
as possible. Caroline
suffers from the same
kinld of carpeer t-rain as

because there are. We absolutely refuse to make a "Fries with that?" joke. ILester. Hungry for her
fewer "distractions" from them, but they are not own success, she has little sympathy for Lester's
limited to it. In a rural area, nature often lures peo- decision to bail out of the business world. It
ple away from human problems. The city offers a appears that Loman-type issues are still with us --
larger variety of cultural and entertainment and have become more complex!
options. So "conventional wisdom" has it that a That encompasses the handling of mortal-
focus on interpersonal crises is most likely to occur ity, as well. In Death, the first clue that we have
in the suburbs. that the main character may die is in the title.

That is an oversimplification, I'm sure, but (Duh.) His wife's admission that he has spoken of
one that makes the "burbs" the setting of choice for suicide foreshadows the actual act. But Beauty tells
writers who want to zero in on human relation- us straight out at the beginning that Lester is going
ships alone. They don't feel compelled to include a to die. In fact, he's narrating the story from the per-
scene about, say, "saving " a farm from a torrential spective of a dead man.

of you who haven't seen this picture yet. As I said,
the movie lets you know about his demise right at
the start. In the play, Willy's death is a jolt, includ-
ing the fact that it's a suicide. In the movie, Lester's
death is expected, but the way he dies is, again, a
shock, as well as the reason why. (And no, it's not
suicide, this time.) This tragedy sheds a great deal

of light on the mean-
ing of the story.

4) Nor is that
"meaning" a mere
restatement of con-
ventional "suburban"
themes. Those are
there, but the movie
adds a few ideas of
its own.

"It's a parody of
the American concept
of beauty," my hus-
hant CQaid aQs wA let

y undress the spraybottle. the theater.
I agree, but I

would add that it illustrates different perceptions
of beauty-and success and happiness, etc.
Caroline's well-cultivated ("American Beauty")
roses, for example, are in sharp contrast with
Lester's fantasies of a nude Angela, surrounded
with wild, free-floating rose petals. Lester views
quitting his exasperating job as a master stroke of
self-assertion. Caroline sees it as a mindless, weak-
willed, non-solution to a problem. Angela is both
amused and intrigued by Lester's poorly concealed
yearning for her, but his daughter (Angela's best
friend) is clearly revolted.

This brings us back to the worry about
lechery and exploitation. It is a significant concern,
but please understand that Lester regards Angela's
sexuality as a thing of beauty, not just an object of
lust. And later, he decides that he was...uh...well...
wrong. (No, I'm still not spoiling the movie for
you. It's why he feels this way that's important.)
Remember, the deciding viewpoint in this movie is
that of the "wiser-but-very-dead" Lester-not the
living one!

In fact, changes in perception strike me as
a very significant part of this story. There is, for
instance, a marked difference in Lester's actions
when he thinks of Angela as an experienced siren
and when he thinks of her as an innocent virgin.
His behavior alters according to what's going on in
his own mind.

Nor do the other characters really "look
at" each other, either. They look "past" each other.
Or, perhaps, they are so enmeshed in their own
needs and fears that they see only the reflection of
those in each other's eyes. The film, I think, is more
about misperceptions than any other kind.

The most overt example of this is a scene
in which the homophobic neighbor spies on his
son giving marijuana to Lester. An optical illusion
of sorts makes it appear as if Lester and the boy are
having homosexual relations. Hilarious, yes! But
this kind of confusion, here played out in front of
our eyes, is going on under the surface all through
the movie.

The theme of Beauty almost "answers" that
of Death. The play shows the banality of much of
modemrn existence. The film reiterates this lament to
a degree. But it also suggests that true meaning
and beauty are there -- if only we look deeply
enough. Both views, I contend, are viable.

Beauty is billed as "black comedy." A more
detailed description would read, I believe, "tragic
and comic, irreverent and sentimental, timely and
timeless, ugly and (dare I say it?) beautiful."
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By Ellen Yau

These past two weekends, the Staller Center

presented one of Moliere's (1622 - 1673) most popular

tragic comedic plays The Misanthrope.
The Misanthrope, directed by Christina Vaccaro,

was rich in poetic dialogue and cosmetic dress.

Originally written in 1666, the play is a satirical "come-

dy of manners." It is a "high comedy" that emphasizes
the practices of the aristocratic society and its various

social intrigues. A comedy of manners, brought about

by the Restoration era, often ridicules the characters that

deviate from the conventions of society. In the two-hour-
plus production, Vaccaro revealed Moliere's under-

standing of the hypocrisy of the courts during his time.
The play opened with a discussion between

Alceste, played by Joshua M. Adler, and Philinte, played

by James Panzer. Alceste was deeply in love with his

seductress, Celimene, played by Alyssa Amato. He is

characterized by hypocrisy because his love for

Celimene was entirely artificial; her personality is some-

thing he would have normally despised in another per-
son. Yet Alceste is also the symbol of frankness and cyn-
icism, always too blunt and too suspicious of the

motives of others. When Oronte, played by Robert

Colpitts, read his poem, Alceste volunteered his criti-

cisms, which were blatantly harsh.
Philinte, although a good friend of Alceste, is a

foil of his character. He is much less truthful and more

sincere. Philinte's philosophy found it necessary some-

times to be less truthful to be kinder to others. Oronte,

who had been offended by Alceste's ridicules, brought

By D.J. O'Dell

Firstly, I would like to offer my warmest con-

gratulations to all who were involved in The

Misanthrope production. Though no show can be

thought of in terms of perfection, the long hours put in

by both those on and off stage was more than evident.

Moving on.
Though they admitted that the cast had never

openly discussed their characters, Joshua Adler and

Alyssa Amato (playing the lead roles in The

Misanthrope) offered a general overview of what they

were aiming for with their characters. Joshua, playing

the title character, said of Alceste, "He doesn't quite fit in,

but he wants to. He tries to draw people to him by mak-

ing them feel inferior while making himself seem supe-

nior . . . efforts that for obvious reasons fail." Alyssa,
playing Celimine (the show's villainous, though misun-
derstood, whore) worked towards creating the perfect

bitch. However, at the
end, when Celimine is
punished for her lascivi-
ous, unfaithful lifestyle,
Alyssa attempted to
make her seem, nonethe-
less, worthy of sympathy.

Both actors
agreed that the charac-
ters within the play were
sketched by the author in
a rather shallow manner.
They claimed the script
itself was shallow and
that there was very little
room for developing a
character with depth. I m3
the show. I felt, however
added to -the ideologies t
The play, largely based arc
to impress others and wi
to the amount of pretense
cles. The setting, movie-la

the courts to request an apology from Alceste. Alceste that ner cnarms are cruet anci not worm meir nine.
was punished for being truthful because he is an outcast However, Alceste, the most endearing of them all, for-

of the social circle. His personality was too frank for the gave Celimene and proposed an elopement.

likes of other members of the polite society. Celimene, being the shallow princess, refused

Celimene is the central character of the perfor- Alceste's proposal, falling into the play's tragic grace.

mance, coquettishly dressed in a lavish red dress, allur- Alceste finally concluded that he should leave her.

ing and demanding of attention from her variety of suit- Celimene became abandoned by her suitors; she could

ors. She taunted Alceste with her beauty while manipu- no longer be the dictator of men's whims. Although her

lating each one of her suitors
to believe that her love is sole-
ly theirs. Arsinoe, played by
Elisabeth Sawyer and whom
Celimene humorously refers
to as a "nun," is the foil of
Celimene's character.
Arsinoe's cleverness reflected
that of Celimene, although
her personality is more jeal-
ous and less shallow.

Arsinoe, the sup-
posed friend of Celimene,
attempted to humiliate her

It becomes evident through

Arsinoe that the characters

often share a false friendship;

they are puppets of society,

only conscience of the social

circles and fashions.
by confronting her actions. However, Celimene's clev-
erness limits Arsinoe's success. It becomes evident
through Arsinoe that the characters often share a false
friendship; they are puppets of society, only conscience
of the social circles and fashions. Arsinoe resorted to
manipulating Alceste, who she loves, to retrieve a letter
that unveils Celimene's views on all her suitors.

Upon hearing the contents of the letter, all her
suitors, including Oronte and Clitandre, played by
Frank Pedicini, decided to desert her; they concluded

to me cyrucai rnrust ivioliere was maiLi•m tuowcrus ue
pretentious nature of mankind, and creating shallow

characters was an effective dramatic tool that fur-

thered this aim.
Set in the present age, Joshua claimed of the

play that "it relates to the modem era because, regard-

less of technological advances, social relationships

remain the same. The show focuses on those relation-

ships; on the games people play and the price they pay

for loosing."
I admired the way these actors were able to

tackle Moliere's highly structured meter and rhyme

scheme. It is extremely difficult to sound serious when

every line you say rhymes with the last. However, as

stated by Frank Pedicini (playing Clitandre), a lot of

practice was required of them to avoid the sing-song

quality of the lines. Elisabeth Sawyer (Arsinoe) added

that it made missing a line on stage all the more har-

rowing, after all, "how do you improvise in rhyme?"
Personally, I found this

Generally speaking, a stu- production to be one of the most
dent actor puts moe ho rsfascinating shows our theater

ore hours department has offered to the
in a production than are public. It was interesting to learn

i from Elisabeth that this was the
required by most other least funded show, the depart-

classes within he SUNY ment having recently purchased
S a pricey "saw" for set-work. She

system, and yet the school alsodrewattentiontothefactthat
i the majority of the cast were not

credit they receive for their theater majors, and hopes this

hard work and dedication is will encourage more students to
audition. As the theater depart-

next to nothing... ment has recently received new
funding (slated for upgrading

yself noticed this when I saw equipment), now may very well be the time for the

r, that this shallowness only campus at large to take a renewed interest in Stony

hat the play was exploring. Brook's theater department.
)und the masks people wear As for working within the department, the

n their praise, calls attention cast generally agreed that the production was well sup-

that exists in many social cir- ported. Furthermore, in Ara H. Muradyan's (Acaste)

nd Los Angelos, only added words, "this show revitalized the department... gave

end is tragic, the play
does have a happy end-
ing. Philinte and
Eliante, Celimene's
cousin played by the
beautiful curly-haired
Amanda J. Goun, decid-
ed to get married.

The actors and
actresses fired by pas-
sion and wit enlivened
the audience. Colpitts,
is a wonderful actor
with his cunning act and

personality; he struts around the stage with a pompous
decorum, a gentlemen of the restoration era. Celimene,

an engaging actress with her beautifully eloquent

speech, is the perfect depiction of a fallen lady.
The title of The Misanthrope reflects Alceste's

disgust with humanity. His personality is frank because

he is tired of the pomp and the shallowness of the soci-

ety and the people around him. Once again, Stony

Brook's theatre department provided a wonderful dra-

matic production.

it new life. Hopetully it will set the precedent tor future
shows." There was only one point of contention raised

by the cast (all right, one point of contention I shared

with them . . ..but still, something they strongly dis-

agree with), and they have my complete empathy.

Generally speaking, a student actor puts more hours

into a production than are required by most other class-

es within the SUNY system, and yet the school credit

they receive for their hard work and dedication is next

to nothing (basically they are prostituted by Staller and

the department for ten dollars a pop ... seven if you're

a student). Those behind the scenes, the tech. crew, are

given three credits a show after fulfilling a certain num-

ber of hours for production class, and yet, actors (who

put in 4-5 hours every night of the week) are only

accorded 1 credit per show, and are only allowed 2

such credits on their transcripts. It is easy to under-

stand why this would frustrate someone who put in all

that work, especially a theater major with a focus in act-

ing. I would strongly encourage the theater depart-

ment to try to adopt a plan that would better benefit its

hard-working, dedicated students, some way of show-

ing a little appreciation outside of 'Oh, you did such a

marvelous job.' There's the old adage that the actors

should do it because its makes them happy, and that

they should expect nothing from the experience but

their own satisfaction at having been involved.

Bullshit. I at least challenge the theater department to
address the issue, perhaps let their students know

exactly why its impossible (if that's the case) to accord

them some type of academic benefit for their long,

weary hours (and trust me, they can be very long and

weary when you're a full-time student with a part-time

job and over 20 hours of rehearsal every week).

I would like to congratulate James Panzer for

the excellent work he did when I saw the show. His

character, Philinte, stood out in its focus, clarity, energy,

and ease with the language. Excellent job Jim! I hope to

see you in future shows.
Finally, the cast wanted to thank their director.

In Frank's words, "We love Christina Vacarro. Her hard

work and dedication to the show was amazing."
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By Debbie Sticher

Come to The Spot! It is the bar on campus,
located in Roosevelt Quad. There's always been good
music and great friends in the Spot and now the artists of
SUNY Stony Brook have provided us with some visual
stimulation. The setting is ideal for our kind of casual, but
serious show.

What first stood out when I walked in were the
beautiful photographs from Darryl Isaacs of fire, sparks,
and molten metal, something the average student at
Stony Brook might not be accustomed to seeing on a
daily basis. I see it everyday in the metal studio of the
Staller Center, and Darryl has forever captured these
wonders in a faithful representation. Further walking
around the room. I found myself intrigued bv Krvstof

It is a conceptually original piece and I'd like to add that
he captured the blue of a television screen perfectly.

Christian Towner's Painting in Prussian Blue
and Yellow is a peacefully moving abstract expression-
ist work, slightly reminiscent of Mondrian (if he'd been
an abs. exp. perhaps). Thick application of paint in blue
and yellow hues achieve almost an oceanscape effect and
I overheard many visitors remark how
much they enjoyed his work. Pedro
Sousa's photographs caught my eye next.
With a keen eye for composition, Sousa's
Untitled (from 1999) is a robust and touch-
ing portrait of his grandmother. The light-
ing captures her elderly visage with respect
and honor. Next to his work is Frank Kish,
with his dark horse entries, so to speak.

Mixed media
hA4: a k,%-.71*ITl

is, by far, my favorite piece in its juxtaposition of
imagery and clearly evident thought. Gene Rossi
offered up the only sculptural work and untitled piece
that works well with his wave print Salvation. Hokusai
would approve.

A little homoerotic would have to
describe J.D. Welch's work in the show. A stand-out for

his subject matter and sometimes
shocking execution, this master of
mixed media intrigues us with
sexuality and enigma. Liz Crisci's
work takes a dark direction in this
show with her creepy painting
Still Life. The choice and place-
ment of objects are disturbing in
their religious and infantalizing
nature. Shervin Ramin's work at
h1, a'iqT~X lC n" rf

wim a i eavuy

lacquered finish. Their rough,
unique appearance balances
out the traditional photos
and paintings of the show.

Sean Keane's
photos of people running
that all-important daily

dnV' " 'A I NIT~ 1 "fV _- kn(
Cardboard box self-portrait of Dar

Lipinski's oil painting Public. Classical statues sit in front
of televisions, which all sit before a monument to Nike. I
remember when Krys painted this, in my Painting II
class. It brought back memories of the critique and how
much I had admired this work and longed to see it again.

ryl Chan I caiLu t yuLou- Unow-wVVereit
I guess you'll have to see it

yourself) made everyone's seemingly simple and com-
mon daily activities significant and worthy of contem-
plation. Jessie Pontormo's work stands out as the shows
only collage. Its complexity and depth extends far
beyond the medium of magazines and cut-outs and this

Sut e e tlywly ciyi CL Vex Crali Lon)i

texture and shape, creating a strange interaction of blobs
and pattern. And last, but certainly not least, is the card-
board box self-portrait of Darryl Chan. "The work
implies a sort of homeless, transient air, as it lays on the
ground in an effective placement. Even more effective
is the "political" commentary of the title: Thank You
Allen DeVries. DeVries is the guy you have to talk to to
get a room on this campus, and Chan bites back hard as
one of the unlucky rejected and ejected. This work
should be required viewing for anyone fighting this
eight semester campus kick-off.

The show runs for the next two weeks and
there is no extra charge to enjoy our work. And while
you're at it, enjoy the venue as well.

A NIHTr F UNFORETTABLE W;rT
By Epoya Telogs Regeva Nothing but a breath,a commaseparates life here; what I'm after is conveying a comma instead of

from life everlasting. It is very simple really.This way, a semi-colon.
Have you ever been penalized for using a the uncompromising way, one learns something from What I especially enjoyed about W;t is the

semi-colon instead of a comma, or vice-versa? Ah, the poem, wouldn't you say? Life, death. Soul, God. mirror that it holds up to our very own model institu-
comma splices, dangling modifiers, adverbial clauses, Past, present. Not insuperable barriers, not semi- tion known as SUNY-Stony Brook. We undergradu-
coordinate adjectives, and the list goes on. What if a colons, just a comma. ates are run through a loop, and we never look back. I
reading of the most profound poetry depended on a This slight elision from one concept toward ask that the next time you read a "God damn poem,"
"God damn" comma? Then would it make a differ- another is what "the comma" denotes. The play is not read it out loud. Put down your "Principles of
ence? This is the issue taken up in W;t. An endearing just making some pedantic meditation on punctuation Biochemical Proctology" book and immerse yourself
play, written by Margaret Edson and directed by and its discontents, but it deals with the scope of the into the sounds of the words. Vivian Bearing is broken
Derek Anson Jones, that won last year's Pulitzer Prize human condition. down into the Latin, Vivian=alive, hence, "Bearing
for drama. Dr. Harvey Kelekian (William Cain) and Dr. Life." Her journey through. the annals of cancer is

The protagonist Vivian Bearing (Lisa Jason Posner (Seth Gilliam) are both the Tweedle-dee essentially our journey toward escaping the banal and
Harrow) is in her fourth stage of metastatic ovarian and Tweedle dumb of oncological research. We at feeling the profound. The transformation of Vivian is
cancer. Prior to her diagnosis, she was a militant Stony Brook University have recently opened up the of the essence. She goes from declaring:
scholar of John Donne's Holy Sonnets. She rides on scope for progressive biomedical research via NIH To the scholar, to the mind comprehensively
her monographic hobby-horse, (National Institutes trained in the subtleties of seventeenth-century vocab-
until the final realization of her Smug•gness and Health) funding. We ulary, versification, and theological, historical, geo-
own impending death. Through are well on our way graphical, political, and mythological allusions,
the tender kindness of her naive COndemnation are not towards discovering Donne's wit is a way to see how good you really are.
caretaker Susie Monahan (Alli new vistas in dealing After twenty years, I can say with confidence,
Steinberg), she leaves her mun- w hat I'm after here; with detrimentally no one is quite as good as I
dane scholarly existence behind, w activated oncogenes. To enunciating:
for the full immersion into what I'm after is But, the issue in the These are my last coherent lines. I'll have to
Donne's metaphysics of immortal- play is not about find- leave the action to the professionals.
ity. Along the way, the audience is , ing the cure for malig- It came so quickly, after taking so long. Not
taken for an exhilarating ride Oinveying a comm a nant cancer per se, but even time for a proper conclusion. And death-capital
through the innards of oncology * og n finding the cure for the D-shall be no more-semicolon. Death-capital D-thou
and its discontents. IStead of a sm L-colon. malignancy of our shalt die-ex-clamation point!

A semicolon grammatical- . empty lives. Why do In sum, the play's most succinct statement
ly, is technically used to separate two independent "pre-med" studies solely consist of: 2 semesters (now comes from the lines of John Donne himself:
clauses. An independent clause means what it says, it 3) of rote-memory biology, 2 semesters of bungling One short sleepe past, wee wake eternally,
can stand on its own as a complete thought. Now general chemistry, 2 semesters of sadistic/masochistic and death shall be no more, [;] death, thou shalt die.
what does this have to do with W;t? After five min- organic chemistry, 2 semesters of howling calculus, A quick sidenote. The play's director Derek
utes into the play, there is a flashback to Vivian's grad- and 2 semesters of friendly life-science physics? Oh, Anson Jones died from AIDS just three weeks ago. The
uate school days, when she was 22 years old. The of course you have your major of choice. Please director's inspiration and legacy was certainly felt
scholarship on the use of the semi-colon convinces the choose one that shows your diversity. I'm not going throughout the play. Unfortunately, April 9th's mati-
young Vivian to become a professor. Vivian must to tangentially rant here, but there are some apparent nee was the last New York showing for this season.
learn through her struggle with terminal cancer, the issues in pre-med studies. Fulfill your DECs The show can, however, be seen in Boston and Chicago
lesson of the "comma." Her advisor Evelyn (E.M.) (Dangerous Edema Collations), sign up for that class from May until the beginning of next year's new slat-
Ashford (Sally Parrish) lectures Vivian on the virtue of of easy poetry, and bullshit your way to an easy "A." ing. Treat yourself to a good excursion with some inti-
the comma: Smugness and condemnation are not what I'm after mate friends and enjoy an unforgettable experience.
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BEERFEST
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lasteresters in tne miast or tne juaging
THE PROJECT

Every year, the goal of our highly scien-
tific study is to determine which beer in a specif-
ic genre possesses the greatest quality. During the
past seven years, we've investigated cheap
American beer, ales, imports, the microbrews of
New York State, malt liquor and Ales of Japan.
This year our expert panel of alcoholics reviewed
th e "Beer of the British Isles."

Following a tradition which started just
before last year's Beerfest, the estrogen mafia
held their pre-beer dinner at John Harvard's.
Following last year's tradition, they plotted and
schemed unspeakable pranks which they could
inflict on some unsuspecting (and preferably
unconscious) male. Following last year's tradi-
tion, they all got drunk and forgot. Oh well,
there's always next year, ladies...

Each judge rated the beers in four cate-
gories, on a scale of one to ten; Taste, Bite,
Aftertaste, and Iquaqi (whose precise definition
has been lost to the ages). As research progressed,
comments were carefully recorded.

Unfortunately, due to circumstances
beyond our inebriated control, the identity of the
winning beer was lost. We have absolutely no
idea which' beer was preferred by our judges.
How mysterious. Gotta love that mystery beer.

THE TASTING

Beer "A": Old Speckled Hen

COMMENTS:
"Dishwasher Safe"

Beer "B": Caffrey's
Lowest overall score, people hated this

shite. If you want to drink a great beer, don't
buy this one. It is wack. Really wack. Wack Wack
Wack.

COMMENTS:
"Is this Natty Ice?"

Beer "C": Belhaven
This Beer rocked the aftertaste category.

The flavor from this will be with you for weeks.
That could be either good or bad, depending on
your tastes.

COMMENTS:
"I would rather drink this than eat Doug Little's
asshole, which is significantly more than I can

say for A and B."

Beer "D": Guinness
The second best overall and the winner of

Iquaqi by a mile. Guinness was a bigtime crowd-
pleaser. most people knew this beer from the
taste.

COMMENTS:
"Smelly, like a stale Irish boy looking for a fuck."

Beer "E": Boddington
Mediocrity defined the boddington expe-

rience. This beer did not distinguish itself in any
way and rated midrange in all categories.

Oops..someone's lost their balance...

COMMENTS:
"Like freaky seltzer. Iquaqi out the ass. Fucking

strange."

Beer "H": John Lowry
Low aftertaste and low Iquaqi, this was-

n't the best beer to leave off with. Fortunately by
now everyone was crocked beyond the capacity
for rational evaluation.

COMMENTS:
"The instruments are picking up something. As
far as I can see, they're all saying 'Where's the

Guinness? We need it!'"

CONCLUSION
Britain failed to impress us with their

"beer." Honestly, we expected better. But then, we
also expected the Ovary club to to make good on
all their threats of mischief. Maybe next year the
Scrotum Squad will teach the women a thing or
two about being pranksterous...

COMMENTS:
"Weird sexist aftertaste."

Beer "F": The Mystery Beer
With the best taste and the best overall, it

would be great if we could tell you what the name
of this beer was. Always an enigmatic experience,
Mystery Beer will leave you satisfied.

COMMENTS:

"An Interesting brew. It must be british because
it seems pretentious."

Beer "G": Fuller's
Fizzy as Hell, Fuller's won the bite cate-

gory by a landslide. Chomp, Chomp.

Lnjoying tne festivitzes I Writing down the scores...
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Our first sample, Old Speckled scored [ What does the "Ovary Club" have to say about this? I
lowest in the Bite category. Not the toothiest beer.
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Overall Beer Ratings
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BEERFEST
tered everywhere like shell casings, burnt out
pipes like spent land mines and our fridge devoid
of indigenous inhabitants.

Light streaming in through the windows
moved the bodies. Coffee flowed and they conva-
lesced on their own terms, cream or sugar. The
keg was still going and, what the hell, we were
going to drink it. Bagels appeared. I made
spaghetti. I should make some right now. X
Would you like a bowl? I would. Go make me
some. Please.

Anyway, the men watched the History
Channel, pontificating on one facet of global top-
ics or another, and slowly drank the keg from the
closest thing available to champagne flutes.
Victory. All with their spoils of war. We who had

as I had originally thought that the OTMB was
evenly dispersed through all courses.

The topic was only a glimmer. Not even a
speck of glitter on a Barbie Doll cheek. Blown
away by denial, I was brought back to reality in a
snap: I didn't participate in the actual tasting! 4
Relief and pity for the damned ran through my
mind as I looked into my mostly empty glass. The
keg! Oh the untamperable keg! Pour forth your
non-pee goodness into my flute and I will expel it
from my pipes without much delay. y

We drank the keg until Sunday until it
was little more than lightly carbonated barley
juice. If we had a seltzer maker we would have
recarbonated it, just for something to drink.
The forms were collected and stashed behind
the hi-fi during the cleaning frenzy. People
slowly broke gravity and drifted back to their
more permanent places of habitation. The
thing called Beerfest was finally over, and the
only question left was: What to do with the
cans? rf

cant others. The type of thing where everyone sat
around the kitchen table, yapping about inside
jokes, forming temporary sexual relationships and
getting marginally past the official point of "tipsy."

"Hey, I'm looking for a girl named
Hilary? Does she and Joanna live here?"

"Yeah man."
"Do you live here?"
"Yeah man."
"Oh, OK. Well, they told me that there

was this thing called beer..."
"Yeah man, c'mon in."
This prominent upstanding citizen was

not only an alumnus of SB, but a community pro-
fessional. And he had a bottle of Plymouth Gin.
From then on was pure debauchery. The house
filled almost exponentially until the walls burst
and people sprawled on the lawn. Weird hippie
homosexual people in denial. I didn't even notice
them until they caught me taking a leak.

They didn't leave. No, really. They could-
n't. Sprawled everywhere, they were the wound-
ed of the evening's battlefield of nitrogenated
chemicals. They groaned, writhed and peeped
with squinty eyes as I glided through their mass-
es on the way to the can. What to do? Bottles lit-

survived the thing called Beerfest. Someone
should have recited the St. Crispin's Day speech.
Lounging in every definition of the word. Ahem.

lounge (lownj) v. (lounged, loungoing) to loll, to
sit around idly. lounge n. 1. A waiting room at an
airport etc., with seats for waiting passengers. 2. A
public room (in a hotel etc.) for sitting in. loung'er
n. 6

We cleaned. Cake was literally splattered
everywhere, like sugary fallout smeared into
everything. Once in the can I saw the mirror, I was
smeared with blue. There were cans in the bath-
room. Cans in the bathroom! It slowly comes back
to me now...tasters in the kitchen, blind samples
come from where... ?

Shock, horror, disgust as I realize what
had happened. People busy talking, filling out
forms, smoking, groping, drinking external beers
and the fantastic wine, nobody really paying
attention to what was to be had in front of them
just drinking away. Tester cups perched by the toi-
let, cans by the sink? 8

The Discordians had finally struck and
nobody knew until it was all over. Most of the sus-
pects were present and rumors that an entire
course had been OTMB, Other Than Malt
Beverage had spawned. I was strangely relieved,

____

By Ed Safo ,,:: a pass on a girl; provided some of the largest beer balls;
i .-and most importantly of all, Old English has brought

The Diallo verdict, the pope's apology, . and kept together many wonderful friendships.
the proliferation of technology, Elian Gonzalez 1 Not only does this acquisition add another
and many multi-billion dollar mergers. All these beer to Miller's already high quality brown bag beer,
have made headlines in newspapers and televi- .(Miller High Life), it also gives "old gold" enthusi-
sion in the new millennium. But one piece of ast hope for the advancement of the current prod-
very important news managed to escape me
news media. The Miller Brewing Company
recently acquired the king of all malt liquor,
Old English "800 Brand" Malt Liquor, previ-
ously owned by PABST brewing company
Although this acquisition may seem very triv-
ial, it may have a colossal effect in the near
future: the introduction of the "double forty."

Although many mock it, Old
English is by far the finest Malt Liquor. It has
helped me and countless others get througl

t line. The current product line includes, the 12
:., 16 oz., 22 oz., 32 oz., the infamous 40 oz., and
e famous 64 oz. There have been many rumors
out the production of an 80 oz. bottle.

I wrote a letter to the Miller, asking for
formation about the 80 oz., in the ques-
ns/comments section of their homepage
liller.com). I got a reply from one of their cus-
mer service representatives, a very nice man
r the name of Shaun Cooper. According to
aun, the previous owner of Old English, the

many boring nights; work up enough courage to make PABST Brewing Company were the ones to come

up with the idea. Unfortunately they did not
receive enough enthusiasm from a surveyed group
of 40 drinkers. We must also consider that PABST
headquarters is located in Milwaukee. Miller, a
much larger company, would have no problem
spending a couple thousand dollars on the produc-
tion of and 80oz. if they thought there was some sort
of demand for it.

I would like to take this chance to urge any-
one, and everyone who is reading this article to sign
on to this site and demand Miller to make the 80 oz.
Let them know how much we all love and cherish
this gift from God, and how much a bigger bottle
would improve our lives. To quote the words of one
of the greatest bands ever, "More Malt Liquor, more
Malt fun. It makes your jimmy thicker man, gimme
some." No Redeeming Social Value. Let us all do
out part in bringing about what may be one of the
biggest things of the 2000.
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What happens when one of Long
Island's best-kept secrets catches up with
famed producer Ross Robinson? Well, one of
two possibilities I suppose. First, Glassjaw
could turn out a really lame rap-metal record
(Robinson produced both the first Limp
Bizkit and Korn records). Or, Robinson could
take an already promising band, and through
his creative input, totally expand Glassjaw's
sound into something extraordinary.
Thankfully, we are blessed with option B.

Glassjaw has been kicking around
Long Island for over half a decade, and here
on their first full length, they show how
much they've learned. Their brand of post-
hardcore draws as much from Faith No More
as from Quicksand. But these guys have
been playing together so long that their
sound really has entered a world all its own.
Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About
Silence has the potential to make Glassjaw as
much a household name as all the other pre-
viously produced Ross Robinson bands.

The records opener "Pretty Lush"
demonstrates just how well Glassjaw man-

age to balance melody and outright aggres-
sion. Darrel Palmudo's vocals bounce
between hauntingly elegant harmony and
maniacal screaming as he leads his band into
battle. "Ry Ry's Song" is the catchiest track
on the record, demonstrating the 'Jaws
knack for throwing together some of the
most satisfying elements of song composi-
tion. "Siberian Kiss" is one of those rare
songs that gave me chills upon my first few
listens, being floored by its vigor and social
commentary. Palmudo's signature lyrics
help make Glassjaw unique in their brutal
honesty. Anyone looking for someplace to
vent over a failed relationship might wanna
pick up this gem.

Glassjaw's debut is a thrilling and
emotional ride all the same. They've been
around long enough to hone their skills, and
with Robinson's insight, they gain the profes-
sional edge other bands would kill for. Pick
up this record now so you can say you were
the first on your block to have it when they
blow up!

nearly eight years (not counting a Hank
Williams Jr. cover LP he did in 1995).
Honestly, in all my time I've never actually
picked up a The The record until now.
They've always been one of those bands I'd
heard all over the place (how could you miss
them with such longevity?), but never took
interest in. The lack of The The releases in
my formative musical years also contributed
to this lack of interest. Now Johnson,
known for his defiant attitude towards the
recording industry, turns up on Trent
Reznor's Nothing imprint with a batch of
new songs.

So with Naked Self being my first

taste of The The was I impressed by them?
Kinda. Naked Self is a hit or miss record that
either serves up sincere and emotional pop
ditties, or dry and predictable nonsense.
While Reznor had nothing to do with the
production of this record, the sound takes
some definite Nine Inch Nails elements
absent from Dusk and previous records.

"Boiling Point," the albums opener
builds up steam over the course of a minute
and explodes into an extremely focused
song. While Johnson's lyrics seem border-
line silly at times, his vocal delivery is total-
ly precise. Skip to "Shrunken Man," hands
down the best track on the album. Johnson's
five-minute tale of one person's existentialist
regrets is a magically enchanting song, with
pop hooks galore. "The Whisperers" is also
a really well written ditty dealing with post-
adolescent loneliness.

The problem with Naked Self is that
by the fifth track, Johnson seems to have said
everything he really has to say. Songs like
"Global Eyes" and "Swine Fever" seem both
pretentious and boring. This is true of about
half the record. It seems like The The is real-
ly at the top of their game on some tracks
while just really lagging behind on others. If

Johnson had nothing more to offer his listen-
ers than some Nine Inch Nails-like effects, he
should have stayed put in the studio and

written songs that maintain the quality of
the first few tracks.

w York City Bluster
leat Industry)
st record, Lupus in Fabula, is
the most surreal and complete
ome might choose to refer to
>rd as "Goth." That's their loss
e-up is for kids!). The best
md would be Portishead hav-
ion with Bauhaus and Joy
ands were at their respective
.... c LT P TDI C T T FA R TT A I)

This record finds Sanctum totally on some
other shit. Bluster in New York is a live recording of the

bands performance at the CBGB's Gallery on July 12,
1999. Only half of the band was present for this show,
so they decided to do something entirely unique.
Missing their usual female vocalist and guitarist, Jan
Carleklev and Hakan Paulsson orchestrated a set fea-
turing haunting soundscapes, harsh industrial sam-
ples and bitter vocals that fuse together marvelously.
The fact that I was actually AT THIS SHOW has noth-
ing to do with my love for the recorded version; this
is just really that great.

Sanctum have a very distinct medieval
touch to their sound, putting them a step ahead of
other dark ambient acts I've heard. The intensity of
their performance is remarkable. I can't recall seeing
a band that totally hit me with something so minimal
in presentation, yet so devastating in product. The
translation to record is just as powerful.

If you like anything dark and moody I
would definitely recommend tracking down this
gem (as well as their first CD!). For me, this CD serves
two purposes. It's an excellent record and a reminder
of a night of good times and great music.

Shelter- When 20 Summers Pass
(Victory Records)

Holv Krishna-core Batman! Shelter is

After releasing an extremely atrocious record
about two fi years ago, Ray Cappo, Porcell, and
whoever is filling out the rest of the band this
time return with some new songs. Sweet.
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The opening tune
is the title track. Absolutely
the song on the Victory Styli
it here. "In the Van Again" i
Predictable pop-punk that g
"Song of Brahma." Much
the previous track, but still:

Guess what, the sul
suck. Really. Shelter has tal<
("Here We Go Again" from
write it twelve times. The r<
Unless you're really that int(
Ray and Porcell avoid this
the first song from someone

pro- ...
viding the sonic
backdrop. The three rapper"
showed enough promise and visionary ^ .
potential to make me salivate at the sight of their
debut LP. On Tragic Epilogue, Earl Blaize fills out

Creeps on Candy- Wonders of Giardia
(Alternative Tentacles)

Creeps on Candy rises from the ashes
of the Dead and Gone, a band who were defi-
nitely on their way to writing an excellent
record before their untimely demise. Creeps
make an attemot to deliver that LP. but fall

slightly short in their effort.
The Creeps will appeal to anyone into that
"Chicago" sound that bands like the Jesus
Lizard, Shellac and Craw helped define.

Creeps on Candy are a tight-knit unit
with good songwriting chemistry. Tracks like
"Nectar of the Gods" and "Trial" have a cer-
tain unique urgency in their sound which
defines the Creeps approach. "Fish People"
has the Jesus Lizard written all over it as Matt
Decker does his best David Yow impression
over some pounding instrumentation.

The problem with the Creeps is the
lack of differentiation throughout the record.
Once you hit the seventh track, everything
sounds the same. None of the later tracks real-
ly hit the listener with the impact of the first
few songs. In addition, there are times when
Creeps on Candy sound too much like Dead
and Gone, or the Jesus Lizard for that matter.
Granted, both bands (Dead and Gone and
Creeps on Candy) share members, but during
"Truth-Truth-Lust" I actually had to check and
make sure I hadn't accidentally put my Dead
and Gone CD in.

Don't let my jaded visions get to you
though. If you're looking for some good noisy
rock, Creeps on Candy will surely satisfy.
They offer promise enough on their debut that
a sophomore LP could well be a groundbreak-
ing achievement.

Anti Pop Consortium- Tragic Epilogue
(75 Ark Records)

NY's Anti Pop Consortium has been kick-
ing around the NY hip-hop underground since
1996. Beans, Priest and M. Sayid tore up last year's
Isolationist project with Russia's finest, DJ Vadim

Clan record. Don't get me wrong, Anti Pop's
sound draws almost nothing from our favorite
Shaolin Isle Buddha Monks; instead paving their
own hip-hop boulevard. These guys are the
answer to almost all of my prayers for innovative
hip-hop. They're driving right along side
Rubberoom and Blackalicious with doing so differ-
ent in a rapidly decaying genre.

The thumping bassline that opens
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"Laundry" alerts the listener that it's time to spark
a blunt and sit back, as the next 55 minutes will be
an extremely satisfying experience. And they truly
are. Over 19 tracks the Anti Pop cats never lose a
step offering the most mesmerizing new hip-hop
available. Guest appearances from Pharoahe
Monch and Aceyalone (always a pleasure to hear
from either of these guys) are well placed and act as
a backdrop to three capable MCs, not a focal point
as most cameos are these days. "Rinseflow" is an
insane track showing why these guys deserve to be
the most influential rap group of the next decade.

With almost nothing to complain about,
the Anti Pop Consortium enriched my excitement
for hip-hop. In a perfect world, this record will
spark a movement towards pure and artistic hip-
hop. If you're a fan of DJ Shadow, or the Dr.
Octagon and Handsome Boy Modeling School pro-
jects, this release will more than satisfy you. If
you're lucky, it will remind you why hip-hop is one
of the most inventive and unique genres around
when done with style and precision.

Milemarker- Frigid Form Sells
(Lovitt Records)

Quirky fact: Milemarker was the
opening act for my old band's final show.
Now your life is complete.

Milemarker's new record is an inter-
esting mix of styles that will make most
describe them as "math-rock." Their influ-
ences are broad and diverse enough that they
never rip anyone off, but instead tie together
the best elements of many great bands. In
their harder moments on songs like "Frigid
Form Sells you Warmth" or "Sex Jam One," I
totally hear Canadians rockers Shotmaker
and a general Dischord Records influence
(think Circus Lupus, the Monorchid,
Ignition). Their more melodic and catchy

of synth tracks in unusual places that makes
Milemarker really interesting. On Frigid
Form Sells they show that they're not just
another indie rock band, but are trying to
expand to a sound that is (gasp), creative!
"Crygenic Sleep" at times reminds me of
Portishead, but with a touch that sounds
more than just derivative. "Industry for the
Blind" shows they are not only students of
the Fugazi-school of rock, but at the head of
their class.

Check out Milemarker if you want
something interesting and different.
They've definitely come a long way since the
last time I saw them live, and they seem to
have a long road of innovation ahead of
them. An interesting band with an interest-

.,..~f ... .. . m ... .

ing record.

Goatwhore- The Eclipse of Ages into Black
(Rotten Records)

Goatwhore??? GOATWHORE????!!!!!
Of all the records I've gotten for review,
this is just the coolest band name I've
heard. GOATWHORE!!!! How does one

come up with such a name? "Hey dude, we
need a name for this metal band we're
gonna do. Let's make it something outra-
geous." "Well, Slayer is taken, so how
about Goatwhore?"

What do they sound like? Average
grind/death/black metal. But that's irrele-
vant. They're called Goatwhore! My god I
love that name.... Goatwhore!
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Manicdotes by the artist formally known as Deborah Sticher
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FEATURES *-

By Brian Kate

I thought I'd finally figured out whom I'm
attracted to, pretty much for once and for all. Then,
Zap! Everything changed again and I had to figure out
how to deal with another change.

I dealt with my gender issues from early child-
hood on, but not my issues over my sexuality. I knew I
wasn't exactly a boy or a girl from the start, but I still
considered myself as being "straight" since I was born
with a penis and liked girls. At the time, it never
occurred to me that I might be anything other than
"straight." I have never really liked guys that much; I
always saw them as kind of "icky." Part of this is prob-
ably because I haven't had the best experience with
guys, going from elementary school 'til graduation day
of high school getting teased, sucker-punched and
kicked in the balls by "the other boys;" I wasn't enough
of a boy for them. Meanwhile, almost all my friends
and bodyguards have been girls. So part of it is that I
still hav e a good deal of uneasiness around most guys.
Also, I just have never really been turned on by typical-
ly masculine guys. They've never really turned my
head, and they usually still don't. I've always been
more likely to be with someone seen more on the "fem-
inine" side. That's another reason why I've mostly gone
for girls. For most of my life, until the last few years or
so, I thought I could only really be attracted to girls. Boy,
did I have a lot to learn.

I remember the first time I had an erotic dream
about a guy; I woke up disgusted, scared.. .and a little
bit horny. I wondered: could any part of me like a guy?
Ewww! Boys are gross! Then I figured that there was
some part of me that might want to see if something
could work out with a guy. Maybe it wasn't all boys
that were gross, just the ones I had known so far. This
came clearer a couple years later. After a badly failed
romance with "Lenny", a fellow Wednesday Addams
girl, I met Grant, a folk singer built like a skinny Michael
Stipe, who not only sings but actually knows Greek
mythology and is still just about the most sensitive guy
I've met. It was all I could do to keep from jumping
him. Alas, he lived too far away and came to Long
Island only about every year or so. After I gave up on
Grant, I ended up kinda falling for this guy I knew from
my last school, who thought I was the cutest thing
going. It's really a pity he turned out to be a sex-crazed
nutjob; he was really nice at first, and cute in a sort of
geeky way. So I realized I could be attracted to guys,
even though I seemed to only go for the "sensitive poet"
type. I still thought masculine guys were "icky",
though.

Then I met my friend Kareem. Picture a
young Isaac Hayes. With gigantic muscles, a huge body
and the sexiest soul voice I have ever heard. He's one of
the kindest, nicest, most caring guys I have ever met,
which I never expected to find in a "real" guy. I could

not believe it; I could not believe myself. Here I was, a tions changed...again. I'd gone from just wanting girls
man-hating bitch (at least mostly, since I could go for exclusively, to making some room for guys, to now real-
not-quite-masculine boys), falling in infatuation at least ly going for ambiguous people, who aren't 100% guys
with a masculine guy. To tell the truth, I'd still go for or girls. Jamie and I have talked about this about a bil-
him in a minute if he could go out with a "femme." So lion times. We think part of this might be like my think-
now I realized that I was mostly attracted to girls but ing all guys were gross, that I'm "turning to trannies"
that I could definitely go for the occasional guy. Even because I've had really bad times with guys, and
some of the "real" boys weren't always gross. because my bad experiences with girls literally drove

Now here's where things start getting more me crazy. I guess that could be half of why I get attract-
complicated. I met my best friend Jamie about three ed to and turned on by transgendered people and peo-
years or so ago; like me, she isn't exactly all man or all ple who just aren't quite men or women, but that's only
woman either. We've been best fri ends in a sisterly way, about half of it. I'd say the other part is that, the same
kinda like in "Little Women," from the start. Then I way guys turn some people's heads and girls turn some
started wanting her. O-kay.. .now what do I do? Not people's heads, really ambiguously-gendered people
only am I make my head whip around in
becoming "She's gota dick--if you do an android frenzy. I love how
attracted to different from "regular" guys
my bestgo out w ith her and it com es andgirlsambiguouspeople are.
fr i e n d , Here comes the
already a to it, w ould you suck that?" real shock, at least it shocked me
tricky situa- to admit it to myself. My attrac-
tion, but I'm I decided "hey, it's gonna be tions have changed so much
also becom- g n that now I mainly go for "trans-
ing attracted nasty no m atter w hat organ people," between guys and
to another o girls. I've got to have that! First
not-quite- I Suck so guess I could I wanted Jamie (still do at least
man-not- I o to some extent!). Then I met
q uite - lear to deal w ith it " Kate Bornstein, my favorite
woman. I . aC With i.. transgendered writer. I'm
didn't know
what to think. After years and years of "sorry, I can't
go out with you because you're not exactly either,"
here I am flipping out because I'm falling for someone
who's not a man or a woman either, nice irony. As I
said before, I could deal perfectly well with my gen-
der identity issues, but I had my share of hang-ups
about sexuality. I spent a couple afternoons asking
myself: why can't I go out with her? She's interesting,
funny, cute (and really sexy), so why should I be hung
up on biology, when I can hardly call myself "just one
gender?" Biology did still kinda come up, though.
I've never had sex. Never. I'm still a virgin, going on
24. So sex, at least with another person, has always
seemed a bit weird and nasty and gross to me. The
next question I asked myself was: "She's got a dick-
if you do go out with her and it comes to it, would you
suck that?" I decided "hey, it's gonna be nasty no
matter what organ I suck, so I guess I could learn to
deal with it if we did get up to there." Then I asked
Jamie out, the first of so many times we've both lost
count. We decided that it can't work out, at least for
now, because we don't want to risk the best friendship
going, and because she's not ready for that right now
anyway. One thing hasn't changed-I've started get-
ting really turned on by people who aren't exactly
men or women.

Just when I had it all figured out, my attrac-

telling you, if she wasn't already
taken, you couldn't have pried me off of her with a
crowbar! It was certainly confirmed; I really want a
"tranny" lover!

I can't seem to find what I'm looking for in my
daily life, though. At my school, I find myself looking
at girls and some of the guys, and it's just: "why can't
they be more ambiguous?" I've come to the conclusion
that I definitely do go mainly for "transpeople," way
more than anyone else. Of course, I live on Long Island,
where I never usually meet anyone at all who isn't a
"regular" guy. or girl. So not only do I feel like a popu-
lation of one, but I feel like I'm never going to find any-
one who turns my head even slightly. That's 'cause I
live on Long Island, such an isolated place for "trans"
folks. Even at this school, Stony Brook, the LGBTA
(Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender Alliance) can
hardly think of any transpeople they've known in
recent memory. So I feel more and more all the time that
I'm just not going to find anyone to turn my pretty little
head as long as I'm on the Island. Well, that could
change. A friend has introduced me to her friend
"Johnnycakes," who seems somewhere in between.
When I told him that I mostly go for "trannies," he
asked, "how do I keep you from breaking up my mar-
riage?," to which I said, "get me someone else I'd go for
that way," which he has promised to try to do. I hope
he'll find me someone; I sure deserve it.
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By Tim Connors

I had a few delusions
thoughts Tuesday and a feN
paranoid ideas Wednesda
night. This is disturbing since
haven't been getting high c
fucked up. I'm taking my mec
ication, but the schizophrenia :
getting worse. At least I reali2
that I'm have distorted sensor
perceptions and thoughts.

Schizophrenia is nc
multiple personalities and is n(
caused by drug abuse. Abusing drugs will negate
the effectiveness of the medication, but is not the
cause of the disease. It is most probably a genet-
ic disease, but the cause has not been definitively
established.

I take quite a bit of medication for my
schizophrenia, and I don't have full-blown psy-
chotic episodes anymore. But I still have symp-
toms that reoccur and more frequently with less
time in between the episodes.

The medication I take leaves me like a
zombie, and I move like an automaton. My feel-
ings are not connected to my thoughts, and life
maybe going well and my emotional state will
not always reflect that. But in fact life is not
going well.

I am having difficulty holding jobs and
social security disability income has not started
yet. Basically I'm running out of money and yet
can not function well enough to provide for
myself. This is rather demoralizing, and the
social conditioning that I received growing up is
causing me to question my self worth.

Some conservative asshole referred to
Bill Clinton as schizophrenic on Politically incor-
rect with Bill Maher. It struck me that schizo-
phrenics are the last group of people that can be
used pejoratively for character assassination of
ideas. This is reminiscent of other minority group
identity being used to imply intrinsic inferiority.

Society expects people to work, and accu-
mulate wealth. Society has made an investment
in my schooling and the time has come when I am
expected to
become a wage
slave and give a I agre
return on this
investment. Sure I
attended college to C bi
become a more I sC a U
efficient wage
slave, and to reap

the societal are morerewards placed
upon the ability to
exploit other peo-
ple's labor. than m

And yet I
find that I can not
work because of one the side effects of the med-
ication, which is excessive sleep. This is what
sociologists would call roll conflict. As a college
graduate my societal role is to be employed, and
as a schizophrenic my societal role is to take my
medication and cause as little disturbance to
social order as possible.

I have no idea what to do with my life,
and never in my worst nightmares expected it to
turn out this way. Questioning every thought to
guess as to whether or not it's rational is draining.
Relationships with women are too stressful to
have, and my family has no confidence in me or

anything I say.
I never thought I would be in a minority

group that no one likes. As a white male I was
just not prepared for this. There was no advice
growing up on how to deal with prejudice, and
my family is also prejudiced towards my illness.
My brother's wedding is an example of what I am
talking about. You probably expect a story at this
point, but I don't want to hurt my family.

This article is no more than my meander-
ing thoughts. I could focus and give you a coher-
ent message, but what have you done to deserve
that? Writing like this reminds me of watching
MTV when they still played music videos, its per-
fect for people with no attention span like me.

Anyway I saw a movie called Crazy
People with Dudley Moore a long time ago. The
premise is that a guy makes some honest adver-
tising and gets committed for it. The advertising
runs inadvertently and is very successful. So
Dudley is asked to produce more of it. He tries to
enlist the aid of the other inmates at a group ses-
sion, and the nuts all say they want to do it, how-
ever a skeptical orderly says that they would
agree to anything and asks "Who wants to be a
fire engine?" The children of the bin burst out
with enthusiastic approval, as this is such an
excellent thing to be.

Being a fire engine sounded like a cool
thing to be if you think about the positive aspects.
Fire engines serve a vital social need of domestic
setting protection. They get to run red lights,
have large long hoses, and come in a variety of

flashy colors.
* Children admiree w7 t L them, and they get

to be in parades. I
could go on for

TAT pages about the

. vvOmen advantages of
being a fire engine
but I think you getttr ctive the idea.

S -Ttr t C Il VL - It's a little know
fact that all men-
tally ill people

f are... have a psychic
1 W' J link, and that we

Soften make fun of
those without that ability. Just fucking with your
mind. People will believe anything they read or
see on a screen. Holy shit this is disjointed, I bet
English majors will be slashing the tires on my car
for writing in a schizoid voice.

Do you think Margaret Thatcher ever
blew Reagan? Do you think Reagan can remem-
ber that know? Does Reagan think he's a fire
engine? Tabloid minds want to know!

I'm so fucked, I'm only halfway through

this article and I can't think of a single fucking
thing worth saying. If you're wondering why I'm

doing this, so am I. My best guess is because the

'- t ,it i. anotI ancer1
Executive Editor is a hot dancer
who was nice to me when I went
to the Press office. So to be a part
of their social circle I write about
whatever comes to mind and
they publish it. What a fucking
country. America is spreading
wage slavery across the globe,
before you know it every human
being will be toiling away to
make a few multinational corpo-
rations owned by elitist families
just that much richer and more
powerful.

Nitzche is dead, signed God. What cre-
ative graffiti to put on a philosopher's tombstone.
You are going to die, but don't feel bad so is
everyone else. Try not to be one of those people
who skips to the end to find out what happens.

Crack whores are people too. Just
because a person takes money for any sexual act,
including being eaten out doesn't make them a
bad person. Although I noticed that the crack
whores that I do know are sensitive about their
past, so let's make a group effort to keep the crack
whore jokes to a minimum. Thanks.

I agree with lesbians. Women are more
attractive than men are, and testosterone is a
highly overrated hormone. How do you make a
hormone? Don't pay her! Oops, Sorry about that,
for those of you who aren't reading this aloud
hormone sounds just like whore moan. Written
jokes are real tough. Here's another about my
love life:

Tri - Weekly
Try- Weekly
Try- Weakly

Send me your viagra, this is directed at
any faculty members who might be reading this.
I'm not saying the faculty needs Viagra, just
depends.

Writing about depends reminds me that
anti-depressants sometimes cause loose stools or
anal leakage, just like fat free potato chips. I take
those to help with the suicidal thoughts and feel-
ings. It seems to help, but if anyone wants to back
their car over my head I'd really appreciate it.

Why would I want to kill myself, well
it has to do with knowing that my prognosis is
a gradual deterioration over the next seven to
twelve years, and then a stabilization of symp-
toms. That's the typical course of the disease,
it's usually a series of episodes with worsen-
ing symptoms for ten to fifteen years from

clinical onset.
But that's not all. My feelings and

thoughts are not as closely linked as normal peo-

ples. Half the time I'm not sure what my feelings
are, and usually they aren't as vibrant as when I
was in my teenage years.

My experience with schizophrenia is not
unique, and the suicide rate for schizophrenics is
roughly twelve times that of the general public. If
this disease causes sufferers to hurt anyone it is
generally just themselves that they hurt.

I am not part of a well-represented
group. Functional schizophrenics don't admit
to their disease, but instead suffer silently and
try to fit into society as well as they can.
Families of those suffering from diseases orga-
nize lobbying groups for mental illness, and
they represent interests other than those of peo-

ple with the disease.
Well I have to get back to my pathetic life

of pretending that everything is OK with me, I
hope you have a nice day.
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Well off we go for some fun with fabrica-
tion, some pleasure with prevarication and a good
ol' fashioned BS brouhaha. Wherever possible the
following text will contain NO truth whatsoever.
Truly a daunting task, but wind and weather per-
mitting, I should be able to maintain my journalis-
tic infidelity throughout this happy little jaunt into
the realm of untruth.Very well, where shall we
begin? Ahern...

-When one is in the freefall phase of a
skydive, they needn't breath. At terminal velocity,
air is hitting the skydiver so fast that they absorb
it through their skin, directly into their blood.
People have been known' to skydive naked in an
attempt to hyper-oxygenate themselves, causing a
"trippy headrush."

-Have you ever accidentally (or deliber-
ately) held a flame near a frizzy sweater and seen
all the fuzz flare up for a few seconds? Well you
can do the same thing with polyester shirts! That's
right, just put on all your thrift store-bought vin-
tage stinky nylon shirts and set them ablaze. You
end up with a really impressive pyrotechnics show
and it's completely harmless.

-I once knew this guy who lived on noth-
ing but cheese for two months. For awhile after-
ward he swore he could see what people were
thinking. Then he went blind. These days his diet
consists mostly of rodents and insects that he
catches using an elaborately evolved system of
echolocation. It's a shame about him.

-Microsoft Excel is a convenient and user-

By Donald "Geetch" loner

Seeing that the semester is coming to a
close soon the summer is not too far away. We
will all be away from everyone we know from
class and there will be an empty place in your soul
yearning to be filled. No longer will you need to
c.arreh f-r f iulfillmnt YAou need not to look any

further than your beloved internet. The:
are lovable companions out there for you al
and I don't mean in the sick chatrooms the
all you pedophiles hang out in. I am c
course speaking of virtual pets.

Www.blipz.com is a single site wheri
one can adopt anything from your average
dog or cat to a raptor or pegasai. If you are
extraordinarily lonely you can, of course,
adopt multiple pets, up to five in fact. You
need to log on on a regular basis to care for
the pet, unless of course you cryogenically
freeze it. If you neglect your pet for a:
ev•tendrPl nrio'l dof time the sito rahbs it aK;ALCJl LV'K:;k. F ^-AJLLJA V ,FJ L tl l *^ / Z* O - 6 A"L.P%.7 A% "&L-,
throws it in the pound. You can buy the pet back,
but it is easier to just start over if you don't have
the credits saved up. There is a visitor center, to
give it a trial run with no commitment, for all you
people afraid of commitment. You know who you
are. Also, for those who enjoy reading, there is an
easy to follow FAQ.

Http://kidsinternet.about.com/kids/
kidsintemet/library/blvpokepet.htm is the next
place to visit in your quest for companionship. You

the results of your newspaper's annual beer-drink-
ing party, I would suggest using Excel. It will take
you almost no time to tally and tabulate the results.

-It is great to see Elian Gonzalez's relatives
putting aside their views in order to do what is
best for the child. It would be just awful if they had
prolonged the custody conflict and brought untold
international media attention to a child whose
future psychological health might suffer. Good
thing that didn't happen.

-Mountain Dew gets its name from the
mountain goats of the Himalayas. Their urine,
when carbonated and placed in a particle accelera-
tor overnight, becomes a refreshing, luminescent
beverage possessing assorted mystical properties.
It will not only make you a good snowboarder but
it will also cure your various ailments better than
Poppa Squirrel's Snake Oil! Mountain Dew has
single-handedly ended disease and famine.

"Doing the Dew" will get you high as a
kite and unlike some more popular narcotics,
imbibing "the Dew" will have an effect much like
Gummiberry Juice. Amazingly, "bouncing here
and there and everywhere," is no longer merely a
recurrent dream of popular science fiction authors,
it is a means of daily commuting for working class
America. All thanks to Mountain Dew.

-Shirley Strum Kenny, Stony Brook presi-
dent extraordinaire, has been spotted cavorting
about in the wee small hours of the morning,
reeking of cheap scotch, wearing naught but a
lacy nightshirt and raving like a madwoman

nave on tnis site tne aunity to auuptI a riactu. ice
that annoying thing your little brother or sister
keeps imitating, or your roommate is obsessed
with. On the bottom of the page, once you scroll
past the lovable huggable pikachu, there are a
series of links. From these you can find sites where
you can adopt a plethora of internet buddies.
Anvthine from aliens to does. from oirates to fur-

ilable for you pleasure.
.virtualpet.com/vp/vpin-
is yet another thorough
e search of virtual pets.
rom the name you should
e able to surmise that, but
I am sure there are many
of you that didn't.
Breaking news on the
abject of virtual pets is
railable. Access to the vir-
farm, for virtual farm ani-
also made available.

advances and research on
virtual pets are also on the site. Links to every
possible virtual pet accessory are in plain site for
all your virtual needs. If you have any requests
you can email them and they will get back to you
with a link to the information you requested or the
actual information.

Www.geocities.com/WestHollywood/1039/ is
one of the most amusing virtual pet sites out there.
Sure it is a personal site, but it is definitely worth
the visit. If you are in the market for a gay virtual

behalf to play God, the so-called lobster-boy pro-
ject has reportedly gone sour.

"Everything I touch turns to shit," ranted
Kenny, hurling a handful of her own feces like a
caged ape. "Curse that damned Lobster-boy, if he
weren't so handsome I'd smother him with my
armpit." Kenny then promptly scuttled off to the
ladies room to masturbate.

-Sleep is overrated. Really. You hear all
this tripe from the "scientists" about how you
need 8 to 10 hours a night. Well roll up the
trousers people cuz the bullshit's getting mighty
thick. 8 hours? Bah!

I know plenty of people who can hold it
together on no more than 12 hours a week. Sure
they might be prone to fits of homicidal rage, para-
noia, nervousness, twitching, hallucinations,
headaches, nausea, leprosy, nail-biting, impotence,
hair loss, voting republican, arythmia, mail-order
shopping, drug addiction, newspaper editing, can-
nibalism, osteoporosis, malnutrition, halitosis,
defenestration, verbosity, self-indulgence, auto-
erotica, over-hyphenation, pedophilia, hyperten-
sion, glaucoma, cutting the tag off the mattress,
verbal abuse of the elderly, mysogeny, hedonism,
derisive laughter, soulful gazing, misrepresenta-
tion, embezzlement, nude-modeling, professional
wrestling, pyromania, triscadecaphobia, manic
depression, listening to Bush albums, watersports,
gossip, fraud, heart attacks, strokes, seizures and
death, but what's a few minor afflictions when
compared with all the extra free time?

pCt LULR I 1 IU1 AILULlLt. LU.uLL \AL IV-%. L- I 0 V-

one, but they are available. Also seen are bisexu-
al, hermaphroditic, and on the more conservative
side, straight pets. Any animal from bacteria and
fish to hamsters and three toed sloths are available
for adoption. If you are a sexually liberated per-
son in need of a cuddly cyber pet this is your site.

Of course all these virtual pets, as well as your
real pets, get old. One day, in the far future, your
pet will die. When this happens you should visit
www.mycemetery.com/my/petmenu.html. It is
the most popular burial place on the net. They
are
so popular that they have sponsors. They have a
newspaper, for those who are grieving to read.
You write your own epitaph for your pet. To
lighten your spirits contests and chat are also list-
ed, incase you need to talk to someone. I strongly
urge you to visit here, pay your respects, and read
some of the final words written about some of
these peoples pets. They are seriously messed up
sometimes. Fun for the whole family.

So go out there now, adopt a pet, raise it, train
it, love it. One day you even get to bury it, grieve
it, and mourn over it. The whole cycle of life
available at a touch of your keyboard, waiting for
you to uncover it. It is just what you need for
that long break, all alone and with no one to be
with, unless of course as was previously men-
tioned you're one of those damn pedophiles on
the chatlines, then you should just go get a life.
That's just sick man.
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For Sale.
Your Mom. As seen in the world famous "donkey video." Free.

Recycled newspaper shoes. Good for dry conditions only. Custom fit. $45/ pair. 632.6451
Sweaty balls. High quality. Various sizes.

Authentic beer bottles. 10 cents each. 632.6451
Your labor. Just wait, you will have to sell it for less than you would like to

someone who will exploit every detail of your life.
Used porno mags. Soiled.

Hilary. No reasonable offer refused. Actually, NO offer refused. 632.6451
The Statesman. Just kidding. Tag you're it.

Public Notices.
101.4 WHEREAS the student government (Polity) has completely suspended its constitution and,

WHEREAS the current governing power disregards its parameters to fulfill an undercover agenda and,
WHEREAS the student body was not consented on the suspending of the rules and constitution in direct

violation of the spirit of Democracy,
BE IT ENACTED that the Discordians (Hail Eris!) succeed from all facets of the corrupt student government and

hereby establish The Student Republic of Stony Brook and,
BE IT ALSO ENACTED that all student fees paid by registered Discordians be funneled into accounts set up for

the proper administration of the newly forged Student Republic of Stony Brook.

101.5 WHEREAS a cantaloupe has been granted a face and,
WHEREAS said cantaloupe has also been given a voice and personality and,

WHEREAS this cantaloupe speaks it s own mind,
BE IT ENACTED that said cantaloupe be referred to from this point

forward as "Spider" and be afforded all rights and
privileges of a Discordian (Hail Eris!).

101.6 There is NO rule six.

101.7 "...yo fat girl, c'mere are you ticklish? Yeah I'll call you fat, look at me I'm skinny. Doesn't stop me from gettin'
busy. I'm a freak..."

101.8 Statesman editors, read what your classified section lacks...talent. Baby, I'm tellin' you, all the action is in the
back. Liners rule. Booty forever Yut. Foh. 762. Read The Spike. Now, while you still have time.

topdeadcentre@usa.net

101.9 Do you smoke K.B?

Personals.
Seeking women:

Diceteeth seeks hot waitress chickies for brown gravy funtime. 216.4536
Guy seeks Helen of Troy. 821.7112

Wally seeks nobody. Please come down to the Press and give him some love.
Julie, you started more than my bike last Friday night. Lazy Sunday movie watching?

Diceteeth and the Lesbian Pimp seek the Statesman editors for latenite romps in the newsroom.
No strings attached. Be fly baby, be fly.

Seeking ass models. All types. Bring your ass to the Student Union room 060.

Seeking men:
Velvety smelling, malleable, ambidextrous femalesexpotphotographer seeks quirky sensitive male sculptor for hours of

latenite darkroom company. 216.3901
Wally seeks nobody. Please come down to the Press and give him some love.

Mindless glam chick seeks guys to treat like dirt. No reciprocation.
Sassy Statesman editor seeks Matt Damon lookalike. Bad boy a plus. 632.3583
Ass kicking bitch seeks wussie male for discipline. Latenite OK. 631.632.6265
Seeking ass models. All types. Bring your ass to the Student Union room 060.

Help Wanted.
Your Mom seeks help playing "hide the orange". Tangelo experience preferred.

R. B. seeks lemmings to participate in random religious cult. Easily convinced a plus.

Events.
The Stony Brook Press holds staff meetings each and every Wednesday in the Student Union room 060. Way
back in the ass end of the downstairs of the Union. You know where to go. Past the pretty short haired blonde

woman who steals my heart every time I walk past the Craft Center. If you see her, tell her that her kiln is noth-
ing compared to my heart. Maybe I should go talk to her and ask if I can wash the clay from her hands and rub
them down with Lubraderm Beautiful woman, if you are reading this, please come to a meeting so I can make a

bumbling fool of myself trying to talk to you.

Le Salon Refuse', a student collaborative art show (whose opening was great!), is now showing at The Spot. Free.

The varsity Pin-the-strap-on-to-Your-Mom team will be holding tryouts inside of Your Mom's rectum. All you can eat
buffet will be served.

Yet another pixie rally for the advocation of magic wands.. Full dress with wings, anything less would be uncivilized.
Meet at The Spot, Thursdays.

Ass model auditions. Wednesdays. Student Union 060. 12:45-2:00. Wear clean drawers.
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JACt
My first advice to you, my dear, is to get a hotmail account.

Communication is wonderful but anonymity can be golden.
You ask about my qualifications. Well, aside from being sexually

:ompulsive for the last 10 years of my life, I have none. I have had a lot of sex;
3ome was good some was bad; some was ugly; and some just was. Does that
qualify me to hand out advice on matters sexual? Probably not. Oh, well. I
iaven't really given out advice on matters outside the scope of my experience
:hough. I guess that means that, in response to your question, yes, I have had
nore experience than the average ( or above average) Joe/Jane.

Thanks for advertising the web-based competition. There is also
Carolyn@ the Statesman, Dan Savage, www.goaskalice.columbia.edu and
thousands (okay, not thousands) more. Of course, we are among the best.

There are no questions we wouldn't dare to address. Test that out.
Ask us. We want questions. Whatever you need to ask. We have been known
to research questions that were out of our league.

Honestly, only some of us are adults. Many of us are still dependent
on our parents. We base our beliefs on theirs and the environment we were
raised in.

At college, we should be busting out, exploring, smashing barriers,
violating taboos. We should be finding out what we want by trying every-
thing and learning what doesn't work for us. I think that most of our peers
are either not having sex or not going about it in a healthy way. When was the
last time you talked to your friends about oral sex and the HIV risk associat-
ed with it? How about boyfriends who don't go down on you?

Honestly, I think that your assertion that we (students) know what's
going on is false. I consider myself very knowledgeable but I still get blind-
sided by new information and confronted with questions that I can't answer.
I think you should ask us a real sex question and see how we do. Or take a
look at the parody issue and see how we answered the few questions that we
have received. The dearth of questions measured against the number of peo-
ple who read J&H leads me to believe that some of our peers are ashamed of
the questions that they need to ask.

The women's clinic here on campus is well regarded among those
who have visited it. If you felt that your needs weren't addressed, maybe you
need to assert yourself a bit more. Sexually active white people are at the
same risk level as people of other races. If you felt slighted, return and insist
or visit Suffolk's clinic. You can get their number from the CHOICE center. If
you feel that you have been exposed, it is your health at risk. Make noise.
They'll listen to you. If they don't, write an article about it and we'll print it.

I think of our role here at J & H as facilitators of conversation and
lubricants of sexual exploration. We are not infallible. Always use our advice
with a grain of salt. If you really don't want to help your boyfriend suck his
dick, you don't have to.

oo, sweetie, wnat issues WUoUiUi t we uaiit LU auuLietoo lLn uui U I-
umn? That sounds like a challenge. I appreciate the letter you wrote because
it spells curiosity. What kind of questions do we want people to ask?
Anything they wouldn't "dare" ask anybody else.

Look, every time we answer questions, a lot of thought goes into
them. We have looked up information in books, asked other people's opin-
ions and so on. This is not. about professional counseling, it's about sharing
in a forum that's comfortable for everybody. Sometimes it's easier to write
than to talk, especially if the people you are writing to are complete
strangers. It's funny to think of the little things we hide from our closest
friends.

Just because people have been participating in sexual behavior for
a long time doesn't mean everything's all peaches and roses. People often
develop patterns at a young age which cycle into adulthood. Keeping them
in your subconscious does not make them go away. When we started a sex
column, we made it quite clear that it wasn't just about sex itself; rather we
wanted to focus on issues surrounding sex (and relationships in general-
i.e. communication, trust, safety) that people of all ages have difficulty
dealing with.

In addition, there are lots of people on this campus who aren't very
sexually experienced. I recently did a survey on sexual behavior for a class
and found many a virgin! There were also several students who had not yet
participated in oral sex. So even if you've been there and done that, not
everybody has. Don't make assumptions.

Here are some interesting questions: Why do some women con-
stantly go back to the men that aren't good for them? What is a spiral
condom? What's the proper form for and preparation necessary foi
vaginal fisting?

As for the women's clinic, I actually wrote about them last semes-
ter, but here it is again. A gyno exam, which includes a test for everythinm
but chlamydia, AIDS, and syphilis, is $20. A chlamydia test is an extra $2(
(which is worth the money, since 80% of women with the disease don't show
any symptoms). AIDS tests are provided for free, and they are done anony
mously. Just go to the infirmary and ask about testing dates.

No one else I know has had a bad experience there; however, many recom-
mend Karen Dybus. Make a new appointment and request that she be the one to givE
you a check-up. There's no reason that you should be denied testing, especially not du(

to the color of your skin.
Tell you what- here's a challenge. Your mission is to come up with a ques

tion we "wouldn't dare" answer. Anything you want. Our deadline is Saturday, Apri
30 at 4 p.m. Try to email us even a few days before that so we have time to thorough
ly examine your question. And feel free to come down and write for the paper. I havw
a hunch you'd do very well down here...
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First of all let me say that I am aware that my email gives away a load of personal info. I don't really care if you know who I am, but if you respond

to this email in print I'd rather remain nameless. I am not opposed to sex columns in theory or in practice. However I am not quite sure why you think you

are qualified to give advice about it. Do you have more experience than the rest of us? Do you have some sort of training in psychology?
If anyone has questions about sex all she/he has to do is go to www.sexdoc.com who gives clear, knowledgeable advice. By the way if you can post

that URL you would be helping a lot of people out, since you guys wouldn't dare to address certain issues in your column. What kind of questions are you

waiting for anyways? I mean we are all adults, and most of us been sexually active for years, don't you think we KNOW what's going on?

Hil can write an issue of women's clinic on campus. Those people refused to test me for gonorea(sp?) because I am not a "risk group" (I am white).

Anyways, good luck you guys.
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